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ABSTRACT 

Recently, as the digital te~hnology progresses, Ule exploding capacity 

of digital information' nececities fast digital communication systems. since 

~he conges~ion prevailing in many'regions of radio ftenuency spectrum has cre-
. . 

ated the. need for improved spectrum utilization t·echniques, the demand for 

multilevel (Mrary) digital modulation techniques has also increased. 

In this thesis, a differentially encoded and differentially decoded 

quadrature p~ase shift keyed modem, employing coherent demodulator, wa~ briefly 

analy.zed. System building blocks \oJere investigated and the one, proper to high 

data rate application, was chosen for system realization. 

A· working (' i rClI i t, was build as an intermediate frequency (IF) 

stage,operati.ng at 140 Mbit per second, and realized. 



QZETCE 

GUnU01lizde saY1sal bilgi iletim sistemirte olan ihtiya~, saY1sal verilerin 

"art1011na paralel olarak 111z1a artmakta(\1r. Veri kapas] tesindeki biiyiikliik l11z-

11 say1sal iletimi gerektirmek"te, 111Z11 saY1sal iletim ise gli~ tasarrllfu ya

pan saY1sal O1odulasyon bi~i01leri yerine, band tasarrllfu yapan~ok seviyeli 

say1Sal O1odulasyon bi~i01lerini gerekli k1lO1aktad11.". 

Bu tezde farksal kodlaY1c1 ve farksal kod ~Oziici.i birimlerini 1~eren, 

esza01an11 demodulasyon prcnsibini uygtilamaya koyan, dart seviyeli faz kodla

O1al1 (QPSK) O1odulasyon bi~i~i k1saca analiz edilmistir. Sistemi olusturan 

birimierin ~e&itli islenill yordamlar1 irtcelenmi&, 111Z1L ilctim sistemine llygun 

01an1 uygulamaya konalarak 140 Mbit/s veri h1Z1 ile ~al1san bir sistem ara

frekans kat1 olarak ger~ekle§tirilmistir. 
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS 

{an} Random binary sequence, serial input data stream into the modulator. 

{~} Reconstructed random binary sequence, serial output of the demodulator. 

rb Rate of the random binary sequence, '{an} rb=l/Tb (bit/sec.) 

Reconstructed rate of the random binary sequence, {a
n
1 . 

. CLs "-: Clock signal having rate rb(or rb)' 

{ } /I. {I I} l 1 . In ::: ~n on I-level symbo sequence, output of the ser~al ·to parallel converter 

/I. {I I } 
~n on Reconstructed 4-level symbol sequence, parallel data steram into 

the parallel'to serial converter. 

rs rate of the symbol sequence, {InL rs = l/Ts (dibits/sec.). 

rs Reconstructed rate of the symbol sequence, {In}. rs = l/Ts(dibits/secJ. 

CLp Clock signal having rate rs (or r s )' 

{En} t, {E E } 
U1 on 4-level symbol sequence, output of the gray coded differential 

encoder circuit. 

. ~ 

4 level symbol sequence; clocked symbol sequence, {Rn} . 

II level symbol sequence; single symbol time (Ts) delayed version 

of the sequence, {RnL 



I. I NTRODUCT I ON 

Quadriphase modems, having theoretical 2 bits/sec/liz spectral effici-

ency are used in system application were 1 b/s Hz theoretical spectral effici

ency of binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) systems are not sufficient, for a given 

bandwidth~ However, the price paid for uS1ng such a bandwidth efficient system; 

is to incrense the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for a given probnbility of error, 

and increased circuit copmlexity. Figure -1, being the gener~l structure of a 

quadriphnse modem, cnn be used to obtain the blOck diagrams of various quadrip

hase modulation schemes by apropriately deleting some modules. The most known 

types of quadriphase modems can be listed as: 

Quad~ature phase shift keyed (QPSK) modem: QPSK modem is the m1numum 

structure quadriphase modem. Its block diagram is obtained by deleting the 

differential encoder and quadrature (Q) arm delay element in the modulator; 

and the differential decoder and inphase (I) arm delay element in the modulator, 

of figure-I. However, this modem suffers from phase ambiguity at the receiver, 

and, when the modulator output is filtered, the modulated signal has large time 

domab amplitude fluctuations (theoretieally infinite dB) as the phases of the I an 

Q arms change simultaneously. 

Offset keyed QPSK (OKQPSK) modem Deleting the differential encoder 



and ,decoder pair of figure-I, we obtain the OKQPSK modem block diagram. Off

seting one arm with respect to the other by an amount equal to incoming serial 

bit duration': ,Tb, is used to solve the dramatic envelope variation of the 

filtered QPSK modulated signal. The phase transitions nt the I nnd Q arms 

of the filtered OKQPSK modulated signal arc not instantaneous as in filtered 

QPSK modulated signal. llowever the phase transitions can not occur simultane-

ously ,so, only one channel envelope amplitude cnn he momentarily zero at a 

time, limiting the envelope variation of the filtered QKQPSK modulated signal 

to utmost 3 dB. 

Differential QPSK (DQPSK) and Differentially encoded QPSK (DEQPSK) modems: 

Xhe DEQPSK is u coherent detection scheme while DQPSK in not. The former is 

totally a different story and is '·skipped. 11,2,3\. DEQPSK modem structure is 

obtained by deleting the offset delay el~men~only, and differential encoder

decoder pair is left to solve the phase ambiguity problem of the Ql'SK modem, at 

the cost of (3dn) error performance. 

Differentiallyencoded, offset keyed QPSK (DEOKQPSK) modem: DEOKQPSK 

modem has the most complete structur.e, with the hlock diagrnm shown in figure-I, 

and solves the two problems of theq'SK modem. Infact, the differential encoder

decoder pair happenes to be simpler than DEQPSK's one \21 

We have started the DEQPSK modem realization as a first step ,so, the 

following chapters will deal with this structure only. However some topics of 

chapter-2 will deal with QPSK signal, rather than DEQPSK signal, to get some, 

reasonable results concerning the operations of the related hlocks. To clarify 

the reason, suppose that, the sequence of information symbols, {In}, is wide 

sense stationary (wss) and information symbols arc mutually uncorrelated. If 

this sequence is applied to a differential encoder, the output sequence, {En}' 



· j 

turrn out to be Markov sequence wiih correlated symbols and the over all 
: 

system has a first order memory. :When the above properties of the differen-
i 

tial encoderdomt1t't"tilC!"]~ohlem tri yield a s:imple result, the.clifferenti:ll 

encoder-decoder pair is assumed not exit in the overall system. 

In chnpter-2 we haveexplnined the operations and internal org:mizations 

of the blocks appearing 1n the system structure; and chqpter-3, deals with tIle 

realizations and respective problems of those blocks. Appendix-A is prcp:lrcd 

in order to get familiar with the analytical structure of the DEQPSK "modem and band 

pass signals in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), while appendix-B is or-

ganized to clarify the operations of basic system elements and to give design 
the 

hints. 
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II I DEQPSK'THEORY 

In this chapter we will review the block of the DEQPSK modem 1n more detail, 

then, DEOPSK spectrum and finally its performance. 

MODULATOR If carr1er frequency,. 

I ElO I-channel 1n 

>(9--" 
an} {In} {En:} sip 

Ion ~ 

D.E 
'~/s) 

CLp Eon' 

sip: Serial to parallel converter 

D.E.: Differential encoder 

DEMODULATOR 

.-------, R1 n 
I-channel ' , ------')-71 X l--.,-------I-----)-3lI '---} 

I' 

/' -Q-- ~ _ CI.r:1--

-- -- -- - IT -- ,---.-j s:m CLr 
90~ I'_~L:; ,-
}' I _ Algorithn 

------~~ --I----~/"~'---~ 

Cl.p 

Demodul. 

-7 

:.R. : Carn er recovery. 

:.R. : 'Symbol timing recovery. ------_._------' 
lis : Parallel to serial converter 

Figure - 2 DEQPSK modem block diagram. 
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2-A. STRUCTURE 

i 
2-A.l Serial to parallel converter (sip) and parallel to serial converter (pis). 

{a } 
n 

sip 

I '.1n 

where 

--' 

---' 

rb 
/', 

In=Iln·lon=an·an-l 

Figure -3 : Sip data flow diagrams. 

pis ---"-- ( ;1 } 
n 

1 'l __ ~ ,"- ) rli(h/s 

The binary digits (bits), ~n}, from the random binary sequence gener-

ator, having the bit rate rb, are mapped uniquely into four dibits (composed 

of two adjacent pairs of bits) to form information symbols (In}, having symbol 

rate, rs = rb/2. The parallel to serial con~erter is just the reverse of that 

operation and both circuits have been explained in chapter-3. 

2-A.2 ,GrayCaded differential encoder and decnder. 

11n 
, 

{In} Ion, 

Gray coded 

differentia 
encoder 

, E1n 

E on 
'. 

Gray coded 

differential 

---Idecoder 

where Rn=R1n.Ron 

In=Illl' Ion 
, ' 

Figure-4: Gray coded differential encoder and decoder data flow 

diagrams. 



When the absolute phase of the modulator is tranHlllilted as the source 

information, carrier recovery circuit (such as quadrllpter) lIHllnlly can not extract 

the correct reference phase, causing phase ambiguity at the demodulator. To over-

come tHis problem differential encoder r~assignes tIle phase transitions as the 

source information. Denoting four input symbols and four output symbols as 

I = r. Ion no 1n 

I = I I = 01 n1 1n on 

1':n1 = E 1n 

00 

E 
113 

= I Y 1n on 

= r I 1n on 

10 

11 

and using the gray coding property (adjacent symbols differ in only one bit) 

for ·the output sequence, {En}, we get the assignment rule for the gray coded 

differential encoder as follows* 

-If input symbol is 00, then make no phase jump, transmit the same phase, 

- If input symbol 1S 01, then make a 900 phase jump, 

-If input symbol is 11, then make a 1800 phase jump, 

- If input symbol is Ie, then make a 2700 phase jump 

* '1'his assignment rule is not unique. Since there are four different input 

4 ! 
In ' there are also ----

(4-4) 
symbols, 24 different assignment rules. 



! 
Hence the state diagram and state table is g1ven as 

Symbol Description 

0 0 to I transition 

a 0 to 1 transition 

() 1 to 0 transition 

1. 1. to 1. transition 

Present Next state I Input state Behavior Short cut method 

I 1nI on 
+ + 

E1nEon E1n Eon I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 ·1 0 ~ 1 I 0 1 

1. 0- I No change 
0 0 1 0 I 0 

\ 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 ('( I 0 1 0 1 1 1 a 1 Count by 1 1n gray 
I 0 1 1. Q 0 0 f3 0 

sequence 
\ 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 8 

1 0 0 0 1 0 a 0 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 S Count by 3 1n gray 

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 a sequence 
1 0 1 1 0 1 S 1 

1 1. 0 0 1 1 a a 
Count by 2 1n gray 

1 1 0 1 1 0 a B 

1- 0 

I 
0 1 S 

sequcncc 
1 1 u 

1 1 1 1 0 0 S S 



01 

11 

10 

00 

0 I 
0 

a. 

a. 

01 

0 

a. 

a. 

0 

11 10 

1 1 
1 

1. H 

0 0 

~ 1 

Flip-flop 

Behavior 

0 

a. 

f3 

1 

X 

00 

01 

11 

10 

00 01 11 10 . 

r ~---'--1-r--1. -'1-:---'1 
0. 1 P. 

a. o I (~ 
o p. 1. a. 

excitation table 

D .J K 

0 0 X 

1 1 X 

0 X 1 

1 X 0 

X X X 

The J-K flip-flop realization yields (we drop the subcript In I for simplicity) 

D flip-flop realization yields 



The differential encoder docs just the reverse opel-at ion. But i r: we 

assume that present received information symbol, Rn =·{R1n .Hon }, and the 

previous one, Rn-l = {Rl(n-l).Ro(n-l) }, are availahle at the input of the 

deco.der, it is no more a sequential but a combinational logic. So wi th the 

help of gray coded differential encoding rulcs, we get tllC gray coded differen-

tial decoding rules as follows 

If the previous symbol and the present symbol arc equal, then assign 

00 to the output pair, 

If the prevLous symbol and the prcHent Hymbol. make a gray cOllnt hy 

1, then asslogn 01 to the oupput palor, 

If the prevloous symbol and the present symhol mak(' a gray count by 

2, then ass1gn 11 to the output pair, 

If the prevloOUS symbol and the prescnt Hymbol make a gray count by 

3, then asslogn lU tu the output pair. 

Dropping the subscript n, and defining the prevloous symbol and received 

symbol as 

gloven as 

/'; 
~-l = P, 

I 0 0 

1 0 

I 1 1 

0 1 

Rn = R; we get the'trutll table ~nd output expression 

1 1 I I 
0 1, I 

0 0 

1 0 I 

p- 1) 
1 0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 0 I 

1 1 

0 1 
I 

0 I~ 



Present symbol Previous symbol output symbol 

Rin Ron 
. 

Rl(n-l) Ro(n-l) lIn Ion 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 I 1 0 

0 0 1. 0 0 1 

0 0 I I I I 

0 I 0 0 
\ 

0 I 

0 I 0 I 0 0 

0 1 I 0 I 1 

0 1 I 1 1 0 

I 0 0 0 I 0 

1 0 0 1. 

I 
1 1 

I 0 I .. 10 I 0 0 

1 0 I 1 0 1 

1 I 0 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 I 

I 1 1 0 I I 0 

I I I I I I 0 0 

I 

~! 
Ro(n-l 

. ._._~~bon __ "-

Combinational 
-- '[ 

~n 

I 
I logic QjRi<n-l ~ 

D _20. 

R~n 

ff \11 

.. -. 



Ion 

= R P P + RP1P + R PP + R P P 01000 110 110 

It is certain that in the case of noise free· environment { In} should equal 

to {In}, and this is checked analytically~ 

2 - A.3. Mult,iplier, 900 phase shi'ft circuit, IF amplifier, power summer and 

spilitter networks. 

The analog multiplier must have wide bandwidth (ideally, minimum 70 

M.Hz) at the IF frequency :(140 MHz) with as i ittle as possihle PH":AM conversion. 

The balanced mixer has extremely wide bandwid~h compared with monolithic integ-

rated circuit multipliers, however, due to tl'nbnlance, it may t1;JVe pI·lre i Rola tion 

amoung its ports. With proper choise of signal levels, the mixer feed through 

and higJlorder intermodulation products arc minimized. The biplwse modulator 

used at the modulator side, is nothing but a balanced mixer except for improved 

amplitude and phase match~etween the two states. (For technical data refer to 

I.C. specifications section.) 

This modem is designed to be an IF st·age, so, in the operating system 

modulator and demodulator are connected with an IF amplifier only, there is 

no RF stage in between them. The amplifier is left to Chapter-3, and the 

rest of this section can be found from the related appendices. 



2 - A. 4 . Carrier Recovery (CR). 

It is certain that the heart of·the coherent demodulator is the carrier 

synchronization and this subject has b~en extensively analyzed in the li~cr-

ature. To procecrl with the investigation of varlOUS CR schemes, the target 

value of rms phase jitter (var tiT) or the tolerated circuit complexi ty Iws 

to be known .priori. The rms phase jitter depends severely on the bandwidth 

efficiency of the modulation scheme, and can be found either graphically (P~ 
"-

versus rms phase jitter)" or analytically from the previous works. The types 

of carr1er recovery schemes can be listed as follows. 

,1. Haximum a posteriori probability (MAP) and maximum likelihood (ML) 

estimators of carr1er phase. 12,'171 

2. Costas loop of carrier phase recovery 11,2,15,161 

3. Demod-remod carried phase recovery. 12,18,191 

4. JOilit recovery. of carrier phase and symbol timing recovery. 121 

5. nth order power law carrier phase recovery 11,21 

6., Decision feedback PLL. Ill. 

Maximum likelihood estimator 1S employed \.,hen the estimated parameter 

(carrier phase) is unknown but not random. However, i [ es timated parameter 

is a random variable MAP estimator comes into use, and in this case when the 

random parameter (carrier phase) 
! 

has a uniform distribution, ML and HAP es-

timators are equivalent. 121. In the HAP estimator strategy the observation 

of ~he incoming PSK signal, set), corrupted bY,additive channel noise, net) 

(narrowband bandpass process), on the interval rO, Ts 1 with the pre-knm"ledge 

of sign~l pulse shape (p(t)), carrier frequency and precise symbol timing, are 



used to estimate the carrier phase, O(t)=9 (assumed constant in the inter-

ral [O,Ts ]), which maximizes the conditional probability p(O(t) I qt) + net»~. 

'(Figure-S). However it leads to closed loop implementat i on wi tit active arm 

filters, mached to the signal pulse shape, pet), and requires the symbol 

synchronization pulses to drive the matched f~lter, all of which make this 

strategy difficult to implement. 

When 'the active arm fiiter~ are replaced by passive low pass filters, 

accumulator by analog loop filter, bumped phase oscillator by voltage controlled 

oscillator (VCO) and hyperbolic tangent (tanh) nonlinearity by 

tanh X 
_ r X 

1 sgn X 

X«l low SNR approximation 

X»l high SNR approximation 

then, one obtains the conventional Costas loop and polarity type Costas loop 

respectively. 1171. (Figures-7.S) 
• I 

In this case, for a given rate and SNR one 

can find the optimum filter bandwidth in the sense of minimizing the square 

rms phase jitter, even, when the symbol synchronization is knO\oJU, an integrate 
, , 

, and dump filter placed on the arm~, c~n still improve the carrier to nOise 

ratio about 4,-6 dB depending on d~ta rate. 1151 On the other hand conventional 

quadriphase Costas loop (Figure -6) and small SNR practical realization of 

MAP estimator loop (figure -11) are equivalent stochastically. \1:' I So \oJC 

conclude that conventional quadriphase Costas loop and its previously shown 

equivalent 1171, the fourth power loop (figure-9), are low SNR pr~ctical 

realizations of the MAP estimate ~oop, for QPSK. 
! 
i 

The demod-remod tracking loop, joint recovery of carrler phase and 



signal timing, and decision feedback PLL are left to references listed previously. 

The fourt power loop, when excited by QPSK signal, has the phase error 

variance (square phase jitter) of ,121 

Varcjl B.Ts . [0.1125 + 1.4625 
I 

I\h 
+ 2:r094 

I 

B nosie equivalent band\oJidth of the bandpass filter (or PLT.) locnted at 4 time 

LIF carrier frequency ([IF) : (in lIz) 

Ts = symbol duration 

No = double sided no~se spectral density at the input of the CR loop. 

QPSK signal, SNR (see Chapter -2.B.) 

Where it is assumed that Nyquist base band pulse shaping is used, pet) = A S1-nc 

I (tiTs), and B«~. Clearly the steady state rms phase jitter can be made as small a5 

s 
possible, by reducing the loop bandwidtll, almost independently from the SNR. 

However small bandwidth means;' inability to track instabilites in the transmitted 

carrier, prolonged acquisition time for phase recovery, and in the case of passive 

I 
band pass filter, unsymetry of banF pass filter due to mistuning, which degrades 

. . I 
the performance of the CR c~ rcul. t.j 

t 
1 
! 
I 
i 
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2 - A. 5 Symbol timing recovery (STR) 

The symbol timing extraction, for QPSK signal, can be done basically in 

two ways, directly on the QPSK modulated signal, parallel symbol timing recov-,. 

ery (PSTR); 1131 , or at the baseband, serial symbol timing recovery (SSTR): 

1141.· But both STR techniques employ nonlinear signal processing elements 

analog (balanced mixer) or discrete (exclusive-OR gate) type, Wllich generate 

the discrete prectra1 components at the multiples of symbol rate, rs. The· 

nonlinear clement may be implemented by a differentiator, a full wave rectifier, 

athres~old crossing circuit, a half bit delay detector, a squarer, a fourth 

power circuit, exclusive-OR gate, a delay and mUltiply circuit~ However the 

.last two are superior over the rest, in the performance, complexity and cost 1141. 

The delay and multiply PSTR scheme is faster in aquisition and when 

the delay clement is perfectly calibrated, has 3dB higher performance compared 

to exclusive -OR gate SSTR scheme, however the former is more simpler to implement. 

I{or Q) 
channel 
nrm 
filter 
output 

Exclusive -OR gate 55TR 

~""~( t) I '>----t"--------j y-lPLL/BPF 

delay ... c\ 

Figure -10 Exclusive -OR gate SSTR. 

·Recovered 
symbol timi.ng 

The symbol timing clock is recovered from either channel arm filter 

* output of the demodulator, which contains filtered, non-retlln-zero· (NRZ) 

binary l"nndnm seqllence, corrupted hy channel noise. He asslIme that this 



equence is WSS, having mutually uncorrelated equiprobable ~ymbols. The output 

of the hard limiter resembles a return-zero (RZ) random hinary sequence, but 

it contains transition jitter, due to cllnnncl noise nnd intersymbol-interfe-

renee (lSI), caused hy arm filter. However an experimental evidence is given 

by the author 1141 that, the undesired power of v(t), due to transition 

jitter, is negligible as compared to ~lat of RZ continuous spectral components 

close to symbol rate frequency. So the jitter free power spectral density of 

the signal, at the output of hard limiter, having states (O,A) is given from 

appendix. A-4 as: 

Gvv(f) 

Where· Ts is the symbol duration, as before, and uo(f) is the unit impulse 

function. It is clear that Gyv(f) has no spectral component:s at the symbol 

rate frequency. The power spectral density at the output of exclusive-OR gate 

is given as 1141. 

m " J .uo(f- -) 
Ts 

= C(f} + n( f) 

where 'A' is the output high level of the hand limiter, as defined above and 

* It is advisable to employ both :arms (I ,0) of the dcmo'dlila tor to CXtr.nc. t the 

symbol timing. This is accomplished simply, by performing the operation of 

figure -10 (lip to the band-pass fil ter) on both arms, independently and then (wire 

()R'11:g tile two path,sbefore they enter to the band pass filter. 



'd' is shown tn F tr,ure -W It ts ohvi.ous that It docs contni.n line spectra, 

n(O, at the mul tiples of symbol rate frequency, 1 

The value whi.ch determines the best opernti.ng point, IS the ratio of 

discrete to rcsldual continuous spectral power (defined as SNH), since it is 

this ratio which causes clock timing jitter at the output o[ the bandpass filter. 

If the bandpass filter is narrow enough (n« l/Ts), the continuous spectrum 

of the signal within that bandwidth can be assumed flat, so the continuous 

spectral pO\oJer at the ·output of the bandpass fi Iter j s : 

C(l/Ts ) B. 
21\2 d2 

T 
s 

and the line :;pectr:d nt the symbol I:ate frequency iB 

Therefore the signal to noise ratio, as defined prcv~ously, is 

(SNR) ~ . D(l/Ts ) 

C(l/Ts ) 

1 =---

B.Ts 

f = _._0_ = Q 

n 

Where Qand fo are the quality! factor and center frequency of the bandpass 

filter, respectively. 

From the last equation, we conclude that, the delay element, having 

delay d, 0 < d < Ts, has no effect on the performance, and high. Q filter 

can reduce the clock timing jitter, at the expense of prolanged acquisition 



time rind inability to track the instabilities of the transmitted clock timing 

_signal. 

REMARK 

When bandpass filter is implemented by I'LL wi th phasl! frequency deteetor., 

the pllase frequency detector is misdirected by tIle random signal wllcre some 

transitions are missing. (see timing diagram of Chapter -3.7.) The LC pre-

filter with high Q can introduce many transitions, of almost correct phase, 

each time it is driven by the data transitions of different phase, h~nce, 

improves the operation of phase detector. 

2 - A.G Demodulator 

I-channel 
---:>j}'PF 

l ---I ,,--
Symbol eLp 

~ timing 
recovery 

,/ 

'. {V) , 
Latch 

Q-cha,nnel E_I 

Figure -11 Demodulator structure. 

Demodulation is performed by pass1ve lowpass {ilters (2 TId order 

Burtterworth) followed by zero voltage threshold comparators and latches, 

driven by STR module; due to high data rate and zero mean bipolar input 

signals~ The disadvantage of passive lowpass filter is that, it intr6duces 

lSI if it doesn't have sufficient ba~dwidth, however large bandwidth means , -



more noise power injected at the entry of the decision circuit. 

The error performance degradation due to the passive filter and filter 

caused lSI becomes very complex ev~n for the simple RC filter case, and 
\ 

this subject is not analyzed, but filter bandwidtl1 is chosen equal to symbol 

data rate. \3\ 

2 - B. SPECTRUM and SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY 

In appendix A.4 the spectral characteristics of digitially modulated 

signals (when the information 'source is WSS) arc given. If we also assume 

that, rectangular baseband pulse shaping is employed and complex symbols are 

mutually uncorrelated having zero mean, mr = 0, and unity varlancc, 

2 
01 = 1, we get 

{ A o :0: t S'Ts 
pet) = 

0 els'e 

\p(O\2 2 2 A .T s . sinc2( LTs) 

So, equivalent lowpass power spectral density of the quadriphaie modulated 

signal is : 

I 
2 2 I 2 

°1 \p(f) \ 
I Imll 2 

A2.Ts 2 
Guu(O 

I 
IP(O)I uo(O sinc (f .'1' s ) +, 

Ts I T2 I 
) 

s 

* H. Stark and F.Z. Tuteur, "Modern Blect;dcal Communications," Prcntice-Ilall,1979. 



and the modulated power'density sp~ctrum 

I 

2 

On the other han~i., the well known lSI free theoretical nnnumum bandwid th 

(Nyquist bandwidth) of a baseband information sequence, having a rate, rs is: 

.where equality holds with a very special pulse shape, Sl.ne pulse. I\m"ever when the 

signal is double sideband modulated, it occupies the twice handwidth at the 

RF channel, calling this bandwidth transmission bandwidth, BT, we get 

2 

So the bandwidth efficiency, BWEFF, 1S 

r 

BWEFF ~ 2 bits/sec/Hz. 

Again equalitity holds only for S1nc baseband pulse shaping and it 1S an upper 

bound. When Ci roll of risedcT'lsine pulse shaping is used, 'ole get 

BHEFF 
2 

I+Ci 

as a typical achivable efficiency. (Ci~O) 



2 - C. ERROR PERFORMANCE 

Thc dircct crror pcrforman6c calculation of DEQPSK modcm 1S vcry complcx 

11, pp .161,1641, 12, pp .1SS I, and it· is· usu'll;t,y eivcn graphically due tc;> non--

clcmcntary functions. Howcver binary phase shift keyed (npSK) modem performance 

is extcnsivcly analyzcd and can be adoptcd to DEQPSK case, giving considerable 

design insight. 

IF the BPSK signal is corrupted by additive white Gaussian n01se (AHGN) 

and demodulated by a matched filter receiver (or its error performance equivalent 

Nyquist channel receiver), thc bit error probability of this system 11,21 becomes 

1 Pb - -- erfc 
2 

wherc Db received SNR per bit] 

E = Received energy 1n a single bit time, 

No Double sided noise spectral density} 

erfc(X) = complementary error function. 

If the BPSK signal has a rectangular baseband pulse shaping, and has a 

peak amplitude of 'A' at the input of receiver, from appcndix-A.l we havc; 

{ A 
II (t) 

0 

o ::; t::; Tb 

2 
c = A Tb 

2 



When there exists neither crosstalk nor interference between the signals on 

the I and Q arms of the QPSK demodulator (perfect coherent demodulation), the 

bit error probability of this modem is idcntic ... l tc lnl: erruc prub;Jb il i ty uf 

.:)f'!:iK modem III 

Pb,QPSK 
1 erfc v 'Db 
2 

Since the differential decoding is performed after the signal regeneration, 

error multiplication by a factor of two can o~cur during decoding. So ideally 

.we have: 

.ll 
, '-hDEQPSK erfc "ob 



I I 1. HARDWARE AND HARDWARE DESCRIPTION OF 

THE SYSTEM 

This section includes the circuit realizations and their operational 

descriptions of the blocks described in chapter -2; and some recomm~ndations 

concerned with the operations and calibrations of those circuits. However, 

before proceeding to this chapter, we have some remarks to bear in mind. 

First, the analog parts of the system were designed and- calibrated 

(such as 50 n matched transistor RF amplifier) \oJith the help liP. 's RF equip-

ment set. So, the RF techniqu'es used, for both analog 14,51 and digital 161 

circuits, have not mensioned in this thesis. 

Second, the system is realized in a modular \oJay, enabling the operation 

of ~ach module to be tested independently. However, this modular structur~ has 

introduced some redundancy for some digital circuits. So, in this chap~er, 

we introduced and described two networks, (only for those reduntant circuits) 

i 
one being the implemented circuit, and the other, called basic circuit, being 

the recommended circuit if modulator and demodulator had been conctructed on 

single cards, respectively. 



3.1- SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER 

Basic circuit : The serial input stream 1S passed through a two bit 

shift register, and serial clock is divided by two, to [arm the parallel 

clock. However, due to finite delay of this divider, shift register outplltS 

have to be delayed appropriat~ly: before they are latched by output flip-

flops, via parallel clock. Assume that, input data stream has a form 

( ••••••••• , D, C ,B ,A) 

. where 'A' 1S the very first data bit sent, then, the output symbol sequence 

1S formed as 

which 'vill he lIseful when converting to seri:ll :lg:lln, at the demodulator. 

Implemented circuit The implemented circuit differs somewhat. First 

the serial input sequence and the serial clock are buffered; and the shift 

register pair is clocked with the falling edge of the serial clock. So, Tb/2 

* 10131 EeL D. flip-flop requirements : 

Data shollld lie sta/J]e tset,up(.I 115) seconds 

CLOCK ~ 
. before and t

hold 
(0.75 liS) secollds aLter the rising 

I edge of the clock Plllse. So, making lise of the timing 

diagram of the basic ci rCII.i t, we get 

gate dela!} ~. tpd 



secods delay is generated ~n between the shift register pair and output lacthes. 

(See timing diagram.) There is sti.ll a third (lifference, the reset eirellit, 

added for the check of circuit operation during test. The very first high 

state of data will enable the operation Qf tIle serial to parallel converter 

and acts. as a kind of synchronizer. The basic circuit should not include this 

reset circuit. 
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i 
i 

3.2 - PARALLEL TO SERIAL CONVERTER. 

The basic circuit is very simple in-this casco Thc parallel data 

outputs (11, 10 ) are sampled and latched by the serial clock, CLs , twice 

in a single symbol time, Ts. Each time as the symbol clock (also called IXlrallel 

clock), CLs, -makes a positive transition, a new symbol appears at the 

* inputs of the parallel to serial converter, and this symbol has a form 

, ... 

So, at the high state of the parallel clock, least significant bit ofthc 

symbol, 10 , is enabled and latched first, then, at the low state, most 

significant bit, 11, 1S enabled and latched. Therefore, the' output sequence 

is reconstructed as the original one, as 

( ...• D,C,B,A) 

In the implemented circuit, the divide by two flip-flop, just after 

the VCO of the STR card,' is also copied in this card, which is in the same 

phase as the original one, and rest is totally the same . 

. , 

* See serial to parallel converter section (3-1.). 
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I 
3.3 - GRAY CODED DIFFERENTIAL ENCQDER AND DECODER 

I 

I 
1 

i 

Referi'ng to differential dJcoder circuit, the symbol sequence, {iiRJ ~ being: 

f 1 d 
.. . , I .' 

the outputs 0 t le ec~s~on c~rcu~ts" has not a proper form to operate the dif
I 

ferential decoder circuit, since ~t has state transitions just on the middle 
I, 

~'~ 
of succesive fullb\g edges of the symbol clock, CLp . The first D flip-flops 

convert this sequence into a proper form, lRi Ro}' and the second}) f1ip

flops serve as delay element~. The rest of this circuit and the differential 
. . 

encoder circuit'perform the respective Boolen function operations, as descri~ 

bed i~ chapter -2. 
. , 

However, due to simplicity; it is advisable to use J-K flip-flop real-

ization in the encoder circuit. 

! , 

* 'See also chapters 3-6, ari13-7.: 
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3.4 - MODULATOR AND POHER SUMr>1ER I 

The modulator is builded around biphase modulator Ie, PM 101, whose 

electrical characteristics are given in Ie specifications section. PH 101 

modulators are driven by the line receiver Ie, with 10 ~~ drive current 

in either state. The IF oscillator ( 140 ~lz external oscillator) is 

spilled into two, to drive the inphase (I) and quadriphase (Q) channel 

phase modulators. 
o if: 

The Q channel.oscillator is 90 phase shifted pr10r to 

the entry into the modulator. The most significant bit of the symbol, II' 

is fed into the I channel and le4st significant bit, 10 , into the Q channel 

modulators, respectively, which must be remembered when constructing the 

demodulator'. Finally outputs of;I and Q channel modulators are resistively 

summed, to form the composite DEQPSK modulated IF signal. 

! * The phase shift circuit is a lossless imped-, 

ance matching network with prescribed phase shift. 

So it is a minimum 3 element network. 'l'he formulas 

for 'n' network are 

sinG 
ZA Zc -j Ro ( ) 

l.:.cosS 

ZB J Ro sinS 

If we define S + 1r/2 we obtain one indu'ctor only 

and we get , 
Xc 
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This net\vork \vas already available at the laboratory and -duplicated for this modem. 



3.6 - DEMODULATOR INPUT STAGE 

The received DEQPSK modulated signal ~s divided into three paths (where 

power division ratios are shown on the circuit diagram), two into RF channeL 
I 
i 

of the double balanced mixers and ~ne irito the carrier recovery (CR) circuit. 
i 
! 
i 

The output of CR circuit ~s an ECL gate and is insufficient to drive the two 

LO inputs of the m~xers. So, it is fed to the attenuator followed by single 

amplifier circuit. The attenuator ~s a ~6 dB 'L' section attenuator, having 

180 Q and 50 Q imPe~ances at the gate and transistor sides respectively, ~n 

order to minimize the loading on the gate. The transistor amplifier output 

is divided into two, one ~irectly ~riving the LO input of th~ inphase (I) 

channel mixer, and the other, driving the LO input of the quadrature (Q) 

channel m~xer, after it is passed through a 900 
.'-

phase shift network: Out-

puts of m~xers are lowpass filtered, with second order Rutten~orth filters 

(called arm filters), having 70 Mliz 3 dB bandwidths. The I channel filter 

output is applied to the ~ymbol timing recovery (STR) circuit, which extracts 

the symbol timing signal, CLp . Arm filter outputs are also applied to'the 

decision comparators, an these comparators are enabled by the STR 

circuit, with tlie symbol timi,rig signal, CLp, to form the'digital I(ih) 

and Q (ftc) signals. 

I 
I 

* See footnote of chapter 3-4. 



Not Resistor values .are in ohm, 
unless otherwise specified~ 

t See chapter -3.8. 
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* 3.7 - SYMBOL 'TIMING RECOVERY (STR) CIRCUIT. 

This circuit extracts the data synchronization signal of the modulator 

input data stream, and requires fine c,alibration due to high data rate. 

The delay elemetlt,'d', is implemented simply by cascaded exclusive -OR 

ECL gates. The LC prefilter and the following comparator is not included 1n 

,the circuit c~rd, but, tn connection with chapter -2 and the timing diagranl 
! 

below, it is advisable to involve this circuit, 1n order to improve the oper-

ation of the phase detector. 

The output of the VCO, bein~ td5 seconds ahead of the parallel clock 

(CLp), is tuned to 140 MHz and iS,used as a serial clock, CLs , to drive the 

parallel to serial converter circuit and all the circuits external to the 

DEQPSK demodulator. The outputs of the divide by two flip-flop, CLp , and its 

complement, CLp ' are the b~sic reference synchronization signals extracted 

at the demodulator. Since, the CLp: signal enables the decision circuit (see 
I 

timing diagram), it requires fine calibration, in order for the system per-

formance not to degrade. This is accomplished~, simply, by inserting a digital 

delay element, 'Dl', in between th~ output of divide by two flip-flop and 'V' 
I 

input of phase detector, whi~h effectively removes the signal path length 

differences of STR circuit and decisi6n~citcuits. 

* This circuit is not complete 
I 

yet, so it is not inserted into the system. 
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Timing diagram : ideal elements and jitter free input signal case 

Note : the arrow of the ':D' waveform designates the optimum sampl 
times for decis'ion circuits. 
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3.8 - CARRIER RECOVERY (CR) CIRCdIT. 

I 
This circuit extracts the :IF carrier (being DEQPSK modulated) of the 

modulator and requires fine calibration in order for overall performance 

not to' degrade. (See remark.) 

The input preamplifier is used for both isolation and gain purpose 

before driving the fourth power device. 'L' section impedance matching is 

performed on b-oth input and output, with ijP impedance matching set. The 

fourth power device. is a single transistor biased to the cut. off region. The 
I 

output of this transistor is tuned (parallel tank) to 560 MHz, while input 

is matched ('n ' network) at 140 HHz with large signal parameters. For 

proper operation in the wide frequency range (110 HHz - 170 MHz) it is 

also neutralized. Output of this stage feeds a bandpass f~lter located 

at 560 HHz. (This filter was already available at the laboratory). Fi-

nall~, an output amplifier is used to bring the signal to a sufficient level 
I 

(+10 dBm,+8 dEm) to drive the prescaler. It is again a transistor amplifier 

and its input and output are matched at 560 HHz, with two 'L' sections. 

The PLL section (whose card was also available) sees a divide by 64 prescaler, 

o~erating on the referenc~ signal path, and divide by 16 circuit, operating 

at the feedback signal path. Th~refore, the VCO output 1S locked to one 
i 

fourth of the reference signal, i. e. IE frequency (140 HHz) is extracted 

at the output ,of loop VCO. The maximum veo fre~quency IS set to 145 tllIz, 

since otherwise feedback divide loop does not operate properly, due to 

speed limitations of those IC's .. 

Remark Due to finite delay of 'the ele'!re~ts 1n the CR circuit signal 



path, the LO inputs of arm mixers! do not have 00 phase. IF carr1er signal. 

This delay, called D2, is infact small, but still cause large phase errors 
; . 
I 

due to high IF carrier signal. (Phase error = 2TIf
IF

D2) So, it is recommen-
I 

ded to put a phase shift circuit (see figure -13) in order to compensate this 
I 
I 

phase error. The calibration ope*ation crin be done best experimentally, 1n 

a v~ry simple way, as follows. 

demodulator input. 5bserve the 

i 

~end It carrier signal (140 MHz) to the 
I 
I 

0ttput of I channel arm mixer and adjust 

the phase shift~ such that the mi~er output 'contains twice of IF carrier 
i 

frequency and a DC component only. 
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IV. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 

We have taken the very first step 1n the establishment and improvement 

of a quadriphase modem. The s'ystem structure was selected to be DEQPSK and 
i 

,realized in a modular way. All ofl the modules, except the STR module, have 

been tested and put together to fo~m tlle DEQPSK modem. 

i 

The calibration of the modulator has beel} done, and the whole modulator 
; 

has been made ready to operate on a single card, with the recommendations of 

chapter -3. 
. 0 

But the 90 phas.e shift network, on the IF oscillator path, 1S 

better to be redesigned with the help of appendix n-2, or, if available, a 

qudrature (900~ hybid can still 1mprove the operation of the modulator. 

The same recommendation, for the 900 phase shift network, also applies 

to the demodulator l
::; quadrature arm 900 phase shift network. Having supplied 

the data synchronization signals (CLp ' CLp , CLs) from the, modulator card, the 

whole system had been tested only at 8 Hb/s data rate, due to nonavailability 

of proper data source, at that time. 

The next step to be performed, is to put the STR circuit into operation 

'1n conform to the other'parts of the demodulator. By this way, once fixing 

the structure of the demodulator, it is advisable to combine the demodulator, 



bttmainly the analog portions ofi it, 1n a single card, sInce otJlerwise 

neither fine system calibration,! nor full data rate of operation 1S 

possible to manage. After all, ~hen both modulator and demodulator 

being implemented on single card~, the system will hecome to ready 

undergo performance test and to ~se. 



APPENDI CES 

A. - 1 BANDPASS SIGNALS 

1. A real valued narrow band-pass signal H(t) in the vicinity of a 

~requency fc can he expressed as : 

set) = a(t) cos (2nfc·t + Set»~ 

x(t)cosw.t - yet) sinw t 
c c 

j 21T~ t } = Re { u(t)e 

where a (t) envelope of set) 

fc ,: earrier of set) 

x(t) •. yet) : quadrature components of set) 

u(t) complex envelope of s'(t) 

G(t) phase of !:let) 

Llnd 

x( t) aCt) cosO(t) yet) = aCt) sinO(t) 

u (t) x(t) + jy(t) 

These components are called the low-pass'signals Slnce the frequency 

contents of them are concentrated at low frequencies with respect to fc due 



I 
! 

! 
I 

" to narrow band nature of s( t). It 1S simple to .show that 
I 

F.T. {s(t) } s(f) 

{,Energy of the signal} = (; 

joo dt lu(t) I 2 cos(4nfct + Set)) 
-00 

I 
! 

-00 

1 

2 

+00 2 
f \u(t)\ dt 

-00 

1 
+ --

2 

2. Real time response band-pass filter h(t) (or lIef)) can be expressed 

interms of equivalent complex low-pass filter component, c (t), (or C(f)), as, 

follows; 

defining 

so that 

hence 

also in time 

domain 

~.~ 

H(f) = H (-f) 

h(t) 2Re { c(t) 

where 2 is arbitrary since we could 

J21Tfc t } el 
I 

1efine C(f-fc) 

h(t) is real 

~(t) is a unit step 

function 

1 = -2- H(£) i~l (£) 

3. Response of bant-pass system to band~pass signal:' 

Let 
s (t) 

h(t) = 2Re { c(t) ej21Tfct } 



then R(f'}=S(f) .H(£) = + [U(f-fC ) + 

R(f) - + [U(f-f C). C(f-fc) + 

since crossterms vanishes due to narrow bani nature. 

R(f) 
/). 1 [ V(f-fc ) 

,'( ! 

J . + V H-fc) 
2 

where 

v(f) = u(f). C(f) 

Rewriting 

vet) u(t)~: c(t) v(f) U(f) . C(f) and 

Bandpass and Lowpass Representations 

s( t) ---1 h(t) r ret) 

u(t) --l c(t) J~V(t) 

j21ffct 
ret) = R~ { vet) e } 

So that transformation from band-pass to low-pass (or V1ce versa) can be done 

at any point on the block diagram and the rest can be analyzed with that rep-

resentation. 



A - 2 BANDPASS STATIONARY STOCHASTIC PROCESS REPRESENTATION 

Suppose set) is II sample function ofnW.S.S. stoch:wtic process wi.th 

pmo/er spectr:1l densi.ty (p.s.d) of Gss(f) located in the vinicity of f
c

' The 

stochastic proc(!ss n(t) i8 said to be narrow band 1>:1I1d-PI18S process if the 

width of Gss(f) is much smaller than the carrier f c • In that case, the sample 

Junction s(t) has equivalent low-pass representation given in app. A-l. The 

autocorrelation (AC) function of s(t) is 

Rss(t.~) = E { s*(t) s(t+~) } 

= E { [x(t) cos 21Tfct - y(t) sin 21TfctJ.[x(t+~) cos 21Tfc(t+~) 

- y( t+~) si~ 21Tfc (t+~) J J 

expending and remembering that s(t) l.st-l.S.S. 

and. setting the timedependen't coefficients to zero we get Rss (!;') and some rel

ations 

indicating that AC functions of quadruturc components :It'e interrelated. Now 

w~ can define AC function of equivalent low-pass process :lsfollows 



u(t) = J(t) + jy(t) 

1 * . . E ( 0 (t) u(t+t) } .. =--
2 

So that, using ahove interclation we Bet 

hence: Rss(t) 

informing that the AC function of band-pass stochastic precess 1S completely 

determined from the AC function of equivalent low-pass process, u(t). Finally ta. 

ing the Fourier transform and noting that for any stationary cOl)1plex process, Guu (f) 

is real function of frequency (since Ruu(t) = Ruu(-r,) ) 



A - 3 M-ARY PSKSIGNAL REPRESENTATION' IN TERMS OF EQUIVALENT 

LOW PASS FORM. 

Digital phase modulation of a carrier results, when the binary digits 

from the information sequence, { au' }, are mapped into a set of discrete phases 

of the carrier. An M-ary PSK signal is generated by mapping blocks of k=log2M 

binary digits of thesequemce,{an }" into one of M corresponding phases : 

2n(m-l) 1M m = I,M. 

Resulting equivalent low pass signal 

u(t) = 
n -- ) 

where 

pet) 

symbol rate = 

r 
s 

1 

T 
s 

i 
baseband pulse shape defined l.n the interval [O,TsJ 

"l~ 
So,QPSK or DEQPSK modulated signal can be represented l.n terms of equivalent 

lowpass from as : 

uC t) E In p (t -
n 

n 

r 
s 

) 

* 'i'he statistics of {I} are modified by the diffe,rential encoder, which 
n 

inturn, modifies the power spect,rum density of the DEQPSK modulated signal. 



and I n 

~ 1 
takes one of four possible values, say ( ± ---- ± J 

12 12 

1 ) or ( ± 1, ± j) . 

Equivalent low pass form o~ (DE)QPSK signal, u(t), can also be ex
i 

pressed in a form clos~ to quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) scheme as 

follows 

I 

u( t) L In pet --E-) ~ (lnr In ) (t n ) - + J P - ----
rs i " q rs n n 

i , 

n 

where {I } ari.d {lnq".}- "",are:"both' complex bin.~lry sequences hav.ing the property nr. 

Thus, (DE)QPSK modulated signal can ce regarded as two BPSK modulated signals 

operating in quadrature, if {Inr } = {:t.l} 1S a real and {Ina} = [i<j} 
I 

is an imaginary binary sequences respectively. 

17 x 

o 

I domain 
n 

elements of {lnr} 

elements of {lnq} 



A - 4 SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIG1TALY MODULATED SIGNALS 

Remembering appendix A - 2, it 1S sU'fficient to the determine the all-. 
tocorrelation (AC) function and power spectum density (p. s.d.) function of tile 

equivalent low-p;ss prc.ceEs, u(t), in order to determine the AC function 

of the sample function, set), as defined in app. A-I. Starting with 

u(t) 
I 

In; is the nth real or complex valued information symbol 

i 
pet) is the baseband pul;se shape, real or complex valued, defined 1n 

i • 
the interval [0, TsJ:. 

We assume tbRt the sequence of information symhol.s {In} lS w.s.s with 

. + E{r::I~+m}: Rn(m) 

so that with the help of app. A.2 ' 

I * , I L * Ri:iii(t+~',t) = --- E {u (t) u(t+~) } = -' L E {I"I } p' (t-nTs)p(t':"mTs+O 
2 2 n,m n m ' 

L RU (m-n) p"< (t-nTs)p(t+~-mTs) 
m,n 

m n 



::']hejni\~rs\lmmlltion is periodic in t variable, with period Ts,so is Ruu(t+~,t) 

Ruu(t+r.;+Ts t+Ts) Ruu(t+l;, b)',: ',,, ' 

AlsoE { net) } ,= mr. l: p(t-nTs ) is too periodic with period Ts. Therefore 

u(t) is a cyclostationary process. The AC function ofacyc1ostationary process 

is foundb~ time averaging Ruu (t+l;,t) 1n order to eliminate t variable : 

Ruu (1:) = 1 

Ts 

Ts/2 
r dt Ruu(t+l;,t) 
-Ts/2 

+00 

E RU (Ill) ._' _I_ 
Ts 

1 r d t P * ( t) . p ( t +r, -mT s) 
Ts -00 

Ts /2,-nTs r . 
d t • p ( t) p ( t +1; -mT s ) 

-Ts/'l!.-nTs 

00 2 
Since pet) ii;,a deterministic energy signal '( 0 < ,! Ip(t) I dt < 00) its AC 

function given as : 

lienee 

R (r) = < p(t), p(t+z;) > = ! 
pp - CX) 

* d t P (t) p ( t +r, ) 

1 

Ts 
E RU (01). Rpp (t-mTs ) 
01 

Finnlly the nvernge p.s.d. function is 

1 

1 
=--

+00 

r [ '" I) () ( "') - j 21T [r.: J dt ~'iI III Rpp r~-Il\LS. e 
-0> III 

l: Rrr(m) 
III 

+00, 
, d r R ( 'T) - j 21T g ! ~ pp r,-m s e 

-00 ' 



So: Guu (f) 

where p(f) 

1 
T 

s 

1 

-J' 2nfmTs 
>.: Rn (m) e 
m 

F.T. { pet) } , 

A -J'lnfmT s Gn (f) :.: >.: Rn (m) e . • 
m 

-00 

f 

It is intcrcsting to notc that GrI(f) is thc'exponcntial Fourier (extcntion) 

serics with the RII(m) as :", Fourier coefficicnts. IIcnec 

Let us considcr the casc, for which thc information symbols in thc scquence 

are complex and mutually uncorrclnted. Therefore 

* 11nl
2 

} E {In1n+m} ~ m = 0 

)'c 
{I } "E n " {In+m} m f: ,0 

{2 2 )'c 
1n +m} 

= :01 + Im1 I m 0 
Rn (m) = E { I 

n 
:lmIl2 m f: 0 



So 

Finally 

Guu(f). = 

2 o + r 
r. -j2n fmT e . S 
m 

'<' (f - _11.1_'·) u \1·0 .. 
m 

Ts 
Uo(f) lR the unit impulse function. 

2 
r. I p (_111_) I . I b (f - ~) 
m Ts Ts 



B - I. PLL, BRIEF THEORY. 

that, 

\.Je shall consider the operation of the Pl.}, i.n its linenr rnnge, so 

signals have small perturbations around tIle nominal values, loop 

paramcter~ Illay be considered constant and sinlple s-domnin (or z-domain) 

analysis cnn lend to si.mple but pmller(ul desi.gn eCJuations. Let u.s start 

with the block diagram, shown. 

J---.--"",- Wo ( s) 

Where, GLP(s) is the loop filter (active or passive), ~(rad/sec/volts) is 

the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) frequency gain, Wn(s) VCO noise 1n 

the vicinity of nominal VCO output frequency (fo), and Ky (volts/radian) 1S 

the phase detector gain. Phase detector is modelled as to pass only the low 

frequency error signal spectrum (spectrum around DC component of the error 

signal), so, the rest of the error signal spectrum (around all pOSsible harmonics 

of the reference frequency), which constitute the undesired ~ortion, is inc

luded externally as 

where m is used to designate the dominating harmonic. 

The undesired portion of the error signal should be small enough for 

good speetrnl pllrity. Because, they IWITOW b,lIld rn~Cfuency Illodulnte (NBFH) 

the nom1n<11 Otltput frequency, fo, to proc\"uce sidebnnds nt the multiples 



i 
! 

of the ·reference frequency, ~n th~ vicinity of fa. (see figure B-l.l) , , 

VRM cos mWRt --1 i
VCO I~Vo cos{ wot +e(t)~ 

Vo output peak amplitude of·VCO. 

e(t) = (3msin mWRt 

rm = 
fd 

fd Kv' VRM ; 
mfR 

a) VCo signal flow 

b) VCO model to the reference htirmonics 
I 

, 
V i 

__ 0_ J
o 
(~m) 

V . 2 i 
o () ~ V __ J-l Bm : . 0 

2 r. . --, 1 2 

<:----~1------~------~~------~> f 
fo fd+mfR 

fo-mfR 

n 
2 nJ 

c) Single sided frequency spectrum . 

.Figure B-1.1. 



The input voltage, Vml, into the VCO, sets the frequency deviation, fd, 

according to the formula 

Considering only tl1e first sideband (NBFM approximation) the sideband amplitude 

to· the center frequency amplitude ratio (in dB usually) is a design parameter 

given by 

m th 
! 
! 

reference harmonic fir'st sideband amplitude 
i 
I 

m th reference harmonic centeri frequency. amplitude 

j 

(Vo /2) Jl(sm) 

(Vo /2) J o (BID) 

1 
~m 

2 < 

1 fd = -- . 
2 mfR 

Ideally, for balanced mixer and ~xclusive -OR gate types of phase detectors, 

error signal has no component around the first harmonic of the reference 

frequency. IS,pp.1061 The strongest component of the undesired portion of 

the error signal is concentrated around the second harmonic of the reference 

frequency. However, for D fli~~flop type of phase detectors~ the strongest 

component is concentrated around the first harmonic, and the maximum amplitude 

of this component, VRl' is simply the Fourier extension fundamental coefficient 

*' Phase frequency detector is also a D flip-flop type phase detector, having fast 
acquisition aiding logic~and larger input'phase range (-3600 to + 360). lsi 



of a squarci wave, when its cillty cycle IS r- T /2 18 p 106 I J- 0 , , p. ). 

where (VDD-VSS ) is the peak to peak output sWln~ of the phase detector. 

Now, let's drive the transfer functions with respect to inputs, wR(s) 

VRM·X(s) and wn(s). ., 
i 

GH(s) 
K'f'Ky : 

Loop gaIn , 
! 

N.s 

I 
I 

forward gain I 

Closed loop gain != 
I 

I + loop gain feedback gaIn 

GH(s) 

I + GH(s) 

Closed loop gain to the referen~efrequency input 

Wo(s) GH(s) 
= N. ( ) 

Closed loop gain to the VCO nOIse 

I GH(s) 
i" 

1 + GH(s) 
= 1 - -----

1 + GH(s) 

loop galn 1 

I + loop, gain 

ClOsed loop gain to the undesired portion of the error signal generated by the 



phase detector 

xes) 

N.s 

i 
I 

I 

I 
11 '" -....:..---- VRM • Kv GLP(s) . 
i 

1 1+ GH(s) 

I · 
I 

GIl (is) 
(----) 

K'{' 1 + GU(s) 

The transfer function, GH(s)/ 1 + GH(s) , ~s the basic design parameter 

to be optimized, with respect to wide pull in and hold in range, fast setl1ng time 

. 'and narrow baT'c1vid t1!. The second equation ,: whi cll relates the outpu t frequency to the 

VCO noise, is made as snali"as possible w1th a low noise oscillator and sufficient 

loop bandwidth, such that, the VCO 'noise (in the vicinity of fo) falls into 

the loop bandwidth. (See the equation above, when GH(s)/ [1 + Giles)] ~ 1) The 

last equation informs us that, spectral purity is achived only with GLP(S), 

since) at ·the reference frequency hdrmonics of the error signal high pass behavior 

of the 1/ [1 + GH(s)] term does not introduce any attenuation. However, those 

frequencies fall into the cut off band of the loop filter, GLP(s). Numerically, 

assunung [1 + GH(jm\vR)] ;; 1, and ebploying a D flip-flop type of phase detector, 
I 

we get the expression for the requi'red' sideband suppression as follows : 

Using phasor representation 

I 

VR1i ~ l~ 
we get 

I : 
V1n·Kv rad/sec 

But sideband amplitude 

center frequency amplitude 2 



is a given quantity. So we get the necess.ary condition required by the loop 

filter for a given sideband suppression, ~1/2, as 

ICLP(jwR) \ ~ _W_d __ 

VR1·Kv 

and wd ~s the frequency deviation of NBFM, 

as both defined previously. It ~s clear that required attenuation of the 
! 
I 

filter increases proportionally to the VCO gain. For instance, voltage 

controlled crystal oscillator.having a very low gain (Kv), has also very 
i ., 

pure output at the cost of smalll tuning range. 
i 

The type of the system is: defined as the multiplicity of a· pole at 

the origin, namely In' 
'1 

in the general expression of the loop gain function, 
i 

g~ven as ! 

GH(s) 

sn-'J(Ti s+ 1) 
~ 

Also, the order of the system is defined as the highest power in the denom-

inator of GH(s). Type-l systems have been extensively analyzed in the past, 

and it ~s shown that lsi , the lock in range, pull 1n range and hold in range 
~'~ 

* 11 locked loop will remain lock over the hold in range. 

range 
pull in 
range 

hold ~n rang 

f 

Suppose, the loop VCO is mistuned (for example, in the absenCE 
of reference signal) prior to locking operation. '1'lle loop may 
skip many cycles, then ceases cycle skipping and pulls into 
lock, if the VCO mistUIling frequency remains in the pull in 
(also called the frequency acquisition) range. Otherwise, if 
the VCO mistuning frequency is beyond the pull' in range, the 
loop may. skip,cycles indefinitelly. llowever, if the VCO mis
tuning fre~uency remains in the lock in (also called seize· 

I 

frequenr;y) range, the loop pulls into lock exponentially, 
without any ,?ycle skipping 181 

In the definitions above, 'may' is used to indicate 
the worst case conditions of the initial phase. 



all depend proportionally on the 

Kv lim s.GH(s) 

S -7 a 

relocity 

I 
I 
I 

constant, Kv where 

Hence, all these 3 quantities must also be included in the PLL design, since 

Kv assumes a finite valu~ for type-l systems. Since for type-2 or higher 

order system, the velocity constant becomes infinite, these 3 quantities also 

become infinite (actually they are limited by the uns'ymmetry of the phase 

detector, offset voltage of the phase detector and active components in the 

loop, tuning range of veo" etc), so, they need not be considered in the 

PLL design. 

The type-2 third order organization 1.S the most used one. However, if 

the reference frequency is close 'to the loop bandwidth, then extra atenuation 

I 
1.S supplied by another pole, wheri type-2 fourth order organization is employed. 

i 

The type-2 second order system however, has no reference filtering at all, but 
-,-

simple and extensively analyzed. Now we will give the normalizcci" root locus 

_plots and brief analysis of the'most commonly used PLL systems; third order 

and fourth order type-2 systems. : 

,. ,. 

* ' The closed loop transfer function involves a second order factor, of the form 
~/(S2+2rWnS+W~)' which, by the.design, dominates over the system behavior, hence 
'sets approximately the loop bandwidth, setting time and damping coefficient. So, 
the transfer functions arc normalized with respect to the wIl , to simplify the design 



t 

Third order type-2 system 

(p-z) 
2 

/\1 
. I 

s-plane 

GH(s) 
Loop ga~n, GH(s), and ----~~--

1 + GH(s) 

GH(s) K (s + z) 
2 

s (s + p) 

i 
I / 

Gf(s) are defined as 

GH(s) Gf(s) = -~....:..--
/ :s + z 

K --~~------------------
([s2 1 + GH(s) + 2rs + l)(s + p) 
I 

wh~re primed symbols denote the closed loop parameters. If we choose p 
.-

and i very close to each other~ their individual effects, on the closed 

loop transfer function, Gf(s), cancel out, and closed loop system behaves 

like a second order system-having a transfer function 

/ 

K 

So, in this case, loop behavior is readly found from the \.,rell knm..m theory 

of the second order systems, and the problem turns out to be the determin-

ation of the value of the open loop parameters from a given closed loop 

transfer function. We can find tIle values of the open loop parmeters, 

-/, SirlCe feedback gain involves a frequency independent term (3.) and affect the 
closed gain as a scale factor, .it is discarded in this anal~sis_ 



simply, by the coefficient matching technique ~nd can get one design algorithm 

as follows 

1. Choose (p/z) ratio. By design, closed loop (p) and zero (~), are 

made as close as possible, such as : (1)/ z) = lJ)2 

2. Choose any two of undamped ,natural frequency (wn), damping factor 

(~) 'or settling time (ts )' 

3. Find the third parameter from the equation 

w .ts ·!; t for % Z final value error = n 
for % 5 final value error 

I 
4. Use the equations belo\,{, to find the values of the open loop 

paremeters (P,z,K) 

a) • 
, 

(p'/i) K = K = 

" , K -1 
b) • p = 

z~ 

c) . 
, 

(p' /K') z = z = 

d) • zt+ 
, 

p p 

5. Denormalize the open loop transfer function with respect to wn . 

(This step may 1:c skipped to obtain the normalized system 'design.) 

GH(s) K. (s/wn + z) 

2 • (;'9/wn) (s/wn+P) 

K ->K. 
Z 

==> wn 

z ~z. w 
n 

p -»p. Wn 



6. Realize the system, where 
K K 

GIl(s) = '1'. v 

previously. A prope! loop filter cnn be given as 

2 
wI = ---

RICI 

I 
w2 

R2C2 

I (1 + s!w2) 

s (1 + s/wl) 

Fourth order type-2 system •. 

N.s 

GLP(S) ns given 

VOUT(s) 

VIN(s) 

600 0 < a < b II c 

, 
-c 

-c -b I 
-(b+c-a) 

3 

GH(s) 
Loop gain, GIl (s), and ---'--':'-' 

1 + GH(s) 

--plnne 

= Gf(s) are defined as 

Gil (s) 
(s + a) 

K. ------'---

s 2 (s+b)( s+c) 

GH(s) 
= K 

, (s+ a") 

1 + GIl(s) (s2+2~s+I)(s+b')(s+c') 

o < b < C 



where primed symbols denote the clo:sed loop parameters. By choosin'g the closed , 
I I ' 

loop zero (a ') and the closed loop pole (b) (see root lOL:uS plot) very close to 

each other, their individual effects, on the closed loop transfer function, 

cancel out. So, closed loop system behaves like to third ~rdcr system, having 

transfer function : 

1 

The operation of this system 1S usually optimized with respect to the rejection 

i ' 
of the reference harmonics, generated by phase the detector, and 1n this case, one 

; 

design algorithm 1S given as follO\l7s. 

1. Choose wn , ~ , closed loop pole (c) and (b/~) ratio. 
! ~ 

By design ('01 a) ratio 1S ma~e as close to unity as possible and c with 

can be choosen, SUC11 that, the c[osed loop transfer function, Gf(s), performs a 
I 

prescribed third order filter fuhction. (Sometimes the value of 
/ 

C needs 

to corrected.) 

2. Use equations below to find the values of the 'open ' loop parameters. 

(K, a,b,c.) 

a). K 

b) . 
I / If = _K_-_c __ 

c) . 
I 

a- = a 

(til ri) -1 

2tc' +1 

I .c 



d). b. c 

I 
I 
i 
i 

I '. ,f-.. 
1 + b.c'+ 2t(b+c) 

i 

b+c 2l; + b+c' 

3. Denormalize the open loop transfer function with respect to wn . 

(This step may be skipped to ohtain the normalized system design). 

(s/Wn + a) 

GH(s) = K. 

K)<- K. 3 
Wn 

a 4- a. wn 

b <- b. Wn 

c 4- c Wn 

4. Realize the system, where GIl(s) 
Ky>. Kv. , 
---GLP(s.) as' given previously. 

i N.s 
Two proper loop filters are given as: 

I I R2 C2 

: c::::r--J 
~I 

Rl Rl l_~3 
VIN ~-c::::::J-- - + "">--~-_ VOUT 

T 

GLP(s) = -
1 (l! + s/w2) 

2Rl(C2+C3) s(l+s/Wl) (1+s/w3) 

2 1 d 1 
c211 C3 

C2 ·C3 
wI w2 w3 

RICI R2C2 (C211 C3)R2 C2+C3 



1 

2 

Rl 
VIN~ __ ~~~ 

I,. 

+. 

(1 +s/w2) 

1 

·As a final step, one overall design algorithm can be given as follows 

j 

1). Start with closed loop parameters 

2). Determine the values of the open loop parameters 

3). Find phase and gain margins 

4). Find the loop filter transfer function 

5.) Check if the sideband to carrier suppression 1S satisfied. 

If any of the above conditions fails, then 

1). Change the order of the system 

2). Change the type of the system 

3). Replace the e)-ements of I'LL by others (such as VCO (Kv), phase 

detector (Kf ), N) 

4). Change overall design strategy. 



B-2. WtOE-BANO PHASE SPILITTING~ NETWORKS 

The design of a single, re~lizable, constant phase shift network over 
i 

a prescribed frequency band is almost impossible, but t\VO networks can make 
; 

this problem solved. One way of 

possible, if one has phase shift 

(/\ (:32) varies as the logarithm 
. , 

Mathematically 

I 

producing a constant phase difference is 

I . 
~etworks, such that their phase shifts 
j 
I ~ 

of frequency, in the prescribed band: 
I 

! 
i 

61 C + logf ~2 C + log Kf 

However, the networks should also'have constant amplitude 1n that band. This 

second limitation usually restricts the final networks to the lattice types, 

since the finite ladder networks, having any phase shift, have also amplitude 

variations. 

Now, let's focus' C'arefully on the difference phase function defined as 

I 
Since, the difference phase function is odd (the difference of odd functions 

is also odd), the approximation problem turns out to be the approximation of 
! 

a constant via odd rational funct{ons. On the other hand, the difference 
; 
i 

phase function does not need to satisfy all the properties of Foster's reactance 
I 

theorem. That is, it should be an odd rational function of frequency, which 

* such networks are investigated under the heading: 'LogarithmIc phase 
r.esponse filters' ~ J.D. Rhodes, 'Theory of electrical filters' ,John 
Willey and Sons, 1976. 



i 
1S zero or infinite at zero and irlfinite frequencies, its zeroes and poles 

need not alternate or-occur at real frequencies, and, the degree of denom-

inator and numerator can differ widely. S-ince, at zero and infinite fre-

quencies, the difference phase fudction is either zero or infinite, app-

roximation has a band-pass nature and has a form 

w = 1/11.<. 
H 

1n the vicinity of w=l. Also, since the difference phase function is to be 

constant, no zeroes or poles are allowed 1n the approximation band. The last 
~ > 

statement also implies that, the difference phase function is better not to 

have any real pole or zero, exceph at zero and infinite frequencies, since any , 
I 

real pole or zero, not necessarly!being in the approximation band, would int-

roduce further deviation from a c6nstant. By the same reasoning, zeroes or 
I 

poles at zero and infinite frequehcies should be of' first order, so degree of 

numerator and denonimator should differ at most by one. 

Hakinguse of all tIle properties above and letting yew) be a symetric 
I 

function in the logarithmic frequency scale, in the vicinity of w=l, we get 

(for any complexity, n) \23\ 

w 
Yl (w) = w Y2(w) = k ---;;2:-

l+w> 

Y4 (w) 
w (1+ w2) 

k --~----~--------

(1 + aw2) (1 + w2/a) 

Y3(w) 

Ys(w) 

~v • 
2 

a + w 
2 

1 + aw 

2 2 
(a + w ) (b + VI ) 

W --~----~~--~~----

(1 + aw2) (1 + bw2) 



, 
leaving the coefficients to be determined. 

In the maximally flat approximation case, complete analytical solutions 

are exist for all orders of n. 

y(w) 

w=l 
, 

. . . 
n=3 

i . 

N th order maximally flat approximation 

-1 tanhntanh tAI-
(1 + w)n_(l - w)n 

I 
. : 
(1 + w) n + (l-w) n , 

or 

1 - Yn(w) . I 
= ( l-w_)n' 

1 + Yn(w) 
l+w 

Expanding some of them, 

YS(w) = w(w4+l0w2+S) 

2 4 l+lOw +Sw 

2w' 
2 l+w 

2w (3+l0w2 +3w 4) 

2 4 6 l+lSw +15w +w 

Y4 (w) = 
4w(1+w2) 

2 4 1+6w +w 

If we define the limits of frequency band as before, phase error around nominal 



value, (30' as ;; TIP and setting 0 
80= 90 , we get 

-

(3(w) (32 (w) - s{( w) Ik ;S ;S 
1 

w 
/IZ 

y(w) ta{7 ~(W)] s(w /k±l== B - om 0 

~ 
y(w) I w=(/k)±l 

1 tan ~.8d2) -tan( om/2) 

Ymin = tan «(3p- Om) 
2 

1 + tan(Bo/2) ~tan(om/2) 

Finally: 

I-tan( om/2) . 1 - y 
= tan(om/2) m1n 

Ymin or, 

1+tan(om/2) 1 + Y . nun 

Hence, for any given two quantities the third one can be found from. 

-1 -1-
. tanh . y min = n tanh I k 

, 

In the equiripple Tchebycheffapproximation case, simple algebric 

solutions are obtained only for nonprime values of n, otherwise algebric 

theory becomes difficult and in this case, eliptic function theory has to 

be used. Even, when the algebric theory is simple to apply. tables has to 

be used and this subject is left to 1231. 

lQ 

input 

Hl 

Determination of network functions from a given general 



i 

phase expression, yew) tan [!3(w~ /2] 
I . 

Since, yew) tan (13/ 2 ) , is! an odd rational function of w, it can be 

expressed as 

I 

2 
* yew) ( (3/2) w N (-w ) tan = 

2 
M(-w ) 

Hence 

(BIZ) { Z . 2} arg M(-w) + jw N(-w ) 

Eor the network shown, the final phase difference function can be expressed 

i 
in terms of phase functions of network 1 and network. 2 as 

I 

I 
-(S~/Z) .=. arg[Ml~-w2) - jwl Nl(-W

Z
) J 

(BIZ) 

so, we have 

arg {~Mz(-\l)+jw N2(-WZ)]. r~1(-w2)_jw Nl (-w2)]} 

i 

When yew) is prescribed, H(-wZ)+jw N(-wZ) is readly found. The promlem 
! , 

then, is to factor it into product' of two polynomials (last expression), such 
! 

that corresponding phase characteristics wNZ/MZ' wNl/ml are physical. 

* Recalling the properties of 'the 'all-pass filter transfer function, H(s) 

such a definition is more realistic, since 

H(s) = 
p(-s) 

p(s) 

so 1I( jw) 
M( -if) -jwN( -if) 

M ( _w2 ) + j wN ( -if ) 



A theorem st3tes tInt 1201;w.N/N is realizeable as the impedance of two terminal 

network whenever Nand H- are even po1ynomiars in s with real coefficients, 

such that 2 2 M(s ) + sN(s ) has no root on the right half s plane. 

From the theorem and evenn~ss property of the polynomials (M,N), it 
i 

follows that ~~(s2) is also an impedance function of a physical network, 

~(s2) 
whenever ~(s2)-s~(s2) '" 2 i", 2 

H(E-s ) )-sN((-s» has no roots on the left half s 

plane. 

The factorization procedure is then as follows: 

1). Replace w by (s/j)~ 1n t~e given phase expression 

yew) 
2 

w N(-w ) 

2 
M(-w ) 

i 

'2. 21 2 2 >M(-w )+Jw N(-w). .==M(S )+sN(s ) 

=s/j 

1.1 pes) 

where pes) has real coefficients, .S1nce H(s2) and N(s2) have. 

2). Determine all the roots of p(s). For maximally flat case, roots are 

simply found from the ex~ression 

, 
k = 0,1, ... , n-l n= order of the appraxi-

mation. 

3). Assign all the positive real part roots to the factor 

2 2 Ml(S ) - sNl(s ) 

and all the negative real paJt roots to the factor 

I . 2 2 
M2(s ) + sN2(s ) 



4). Realize both network independently as tandem connected first order or 

second order lattice networks. 

Notes:l). For the first netw6rk, actual roots are found just reversing,tile 

sign of the associated roots. 

2). For single negative real part root, -p(p>O) we have 

H(s) l-s/p 

l+s/p 

I-as 

l+as 
-tanB/2 w aw 

p 
1 

P 

For negative reall,part complex root pa1r, -.a ± S (a IS> 0) 

2 1 2a 

(s-a+j S) (s-a-j S) s (-2 S2 )-s( 2 2 ")+1 
H(s) , a + a +S ~ l-as+b s -

(s+a-j S) (s+a+j S) k2
( 

1 20\ 
)+s( )+1 l+as+bs 

I 
2 B2 2 2 

a + a +8 

( 2a 
) 22 w 

2aw a +S f'l aw f'l 1 -tanB/2 = b 
2 2 

a +S -w 
2 2: 2 2 

1-w lea +S ) l-bw a 2+S 2 

2 

2 

, a~·2a. b 

A given example will clarify the theory and will be used in system. 

n~2; This simplest structure has still satisfactory performance, for 

instance, its 50 phase error band at fo=140 Hl1z is 113 HHz-173 r-mz= 

60 MHz. 

tan(S/2) Y2(w) 
2w 

Design steps are 



2) 

3,4) 

N(_w2) = 2 

N(-w
2

) = IIw2 
} 

[_IT (_1 +k) ] 51 2 = -tan , 2 4 .. 

H1(s) = --- H2 = 
1-a2s 

5), Realization 

It = 0,1 => 52 

51 

1 

. 1 ( /2-1) l~, = '" ---
a2 

( 12+1) /I. 1. = =--

a1 

. ~L2 

~ T 2C
2 

1.2 = C2 
1. 

32 =--

12:""1 

QUICK REVIEH OF LATTICE NETHORKS 

General, symetric lattice 

Z1oZ2 = 1 

tan (X /2) 
'Vl(S). 

, V2 (s) 

+ 

o(s) 
:.: C O'(s) ('(s)+.i~(s) ~ j~(s) 



tan(I3/2) 1 =--==--

j j Z2 

First order section 

Ll 

H(s) I-as 

l+as 

~ I 

tan (13/2) aw = wLI == wCI : 

Second order section 

H(s) 
2 I -as + bs 

2 I + as + bs 

'Ll/2 '111.L1/2· 
T2Cl 

k=l 

tan(~/2) 
aw _w_L.=..l ___ = ~2. __ _ 

= a 

b 
a 

2 }-hw l-w2LICI 1-~2L2C2 
I 



: 
I 
I 
1 

! 
Equivalent circuits of second ordet section C1/ 2 

2 
(_a __ » ] 

b -

1 
2 

K=l 

2 
= ~(l- ~ ) C3 

i 2a b 
i 
I 
i 
I 

I 
Two first order section to one second order transformation. 

l-=a's 
1 

H = 

i 
! 
! 

= l-a2 s • H2 
1+a2s 

H(s) 
2 

1 - as +bs 
2 

1 - as + bs 

2a 
2 I-a /b 



Useful half lattice networks 1221; H(s) = k. _1_-_a_s_+_s_2_ = v 0 (s) 
2 

1 + as + s 

Vin--J' -- rcY'''' 

1/2 -Vin 

k = 1 
. 2 -

R2 
a = (-.- -2) = (_1_ +2) 

R1 R2 

1 
= --

a R1C1 = R2C2 = 1 

k 
a-2 

= 

a+2 

C1 
2 = a -4 

C2 = a-2 



* 

B - III. RESISTIVE POWER SUMMERS AND SPILITTERS. 
V

o 

I ; I 

r I R2' I-

l L_~ __ J 
i 

I 
I 

I RI2 

1 

The design formulas for I . symetrl_C (Rh == R.I2 = 1) 

attenuator having attenuation,~ 

Vi i /). 
= i·fln i -- i = n 

v. I 
o I 

V 
0( = in (_1_ ) 

V 
o 

n = integer ~ 2 

are 
I 

cosha-1 = ( in-1 ) 

In+1 

1 2n I 
R2 = --_. - -----+1- = ---

sinha (h~1)(n+1) n-1 

sinha 

IT' network 

I R2 is a (n-1) parallel 
! 

So, we see that, connected R1 resistor having 

termination into 1 Q. 

I 
j 

I 
! *. 1 Hence for any two different port andlwhen N=2, 

I . 

I

' \ 
: I 
; ! 

Unused port must be terminated into In. 
\ ~ I 

I, 
i 

we have' 



p 
out 

v . 2 
= ( ou:t) 

Vin 

n-l 1 
Rl = --

n+l 3 

For n = 3 ' 

1 1 

I 
I 
I· 

I: 
I: .,' I: 

1; 1 
= --i=--

2 I 4 
, , n I, 

I 
i 
I· 

I 
I 

I 

=-- =--
p, 

l.n 

n~l 1 

n+l 2 

i 

r 
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Guaranteed Specifications If 
(From -55°C to +85".G) 
MLLF·3 
Frequency Range: 

RF, LO PorlS 
IF Port 

Conversion Loss: 
0.02·65 MHz 

j. 
0.02·65 MHz 

DC-55 ~lH] 

. i 
6.5 dB Max 

Isolation: 
'------.---r--

LO to RF (0.02· 1 MHzl 
(1·65 MHz) 

LO to IF (0.02·1 MHz) 
(1·65 Mill) 

RF to IF (0.01-1 ~.H-/l) 
____ --'-( Lf>!i M~i::) 

MLF·3 

r 
i 
I 

45 dB Mill 
40 dB r,Hn 
45 dB Mill 
35 dB r.toin 
40dB Min 
25 dB Min 

-Frequency Ran!le: 1--
RF. LO POllS 0.2·200 MHI 
I F· PorI DC·20D ~;1!'ll 

Conve'r-'-s""'io-n--:-Loss ;------ I 
0.2·50 MHz 6 dB Mux 
50·200 Mill 7.5 dO Max 

isolatTo-n-:-------' r"-' 
I 

LO to R F (0.2·50 MHz) 35 dB Min 
(5(}200 MHz) 30 dB ~1in 

LO to IF (0.2-50 MHz) '35 dB rtlin 
(50·200 MHl) 25 dB Min 

RF to IF (0.2·50 MHI) 25 dB ~'lin 
(50-200 MI'l,) 20 dB Min 

~M7.H~F=-.3~~~' ~------~~~I~ 

Frequency Range: 
RF, LO Ports 
IF Port 

Conversion Loss: 
5·150 MHz 
150·500 MHi 

Isolation: 
LO 10 RF (5·150MHl) 

( \fiO,'500 M~Ld 
L.O to IF . (5· HjD Mill) 

il!iO·500 Mill) 
RFlolF (5·150 MHz) 

____ . __ '. ___ L1.!~~ 5i~Q.!·~J.:..1 

I 
5·500 MHz 

DC.500MH7. 

I 
·7 dB ¥ax 

9 dl3Max 

40 dEl ~jll 
35 liB ~.qin 
35 dB f.lHn 
25 dB r"lin 
30 d!1 Min 
25 dB t.lin ---" 

PLUG-H\! DOUBLE· 
BALP1NCED M!XERS 
MLLF-3, 20 kHz·65 MHz 
MLF-3, 200 kHz-20D MHz 
MHF·3,5 MHz-SOO MHz 

o 20 kHz to 500 MHz Coverage 
o High Isolation 

Operating Characteristics 

Impedance: 50 Ohms Nom'innl 

Maximum Input: 
Total flower 400 mW Max (il2S"C 

Derated to mjOC Ci.il3.2 mwtC 
IF Port Current· !:iOm/\ Max 

DC Polarity: Posit",e 

DC Offset: 
MLLF·3 2 mV TypicDI 
MLF·3 1 mV Typical 
MHF·3 1 mV Typical -------------------------RF Input for 

1 dB Compression: 
MLLF·3 @ rtF '" 30 MHz 
MLF·3@ RF '" 100 MHz 
MHF·30) rtF '-' 2nO MI-Il 

RF Input for 
1 dB Desensitization: 

MLLF-3 @ flF = 30 MHz 
MLF·3@ BF "' 100 MHz 
MHF·3 @ n F ~~ 200 MHz 

SSB Noise Figure: 

'1'\.5 dl3m Typical 

t 2 'd13m Typicn! 

Within 1 dB of 
Conversion Loss 

Typical Two-Tone 1M Ratio: 
(with ·10 dBm input, 
each input, 30 MHz 
and 35 MHz I F) 

MLLF·3 @ 50 MHz ;.49 dB 
MLF·3 & MHF·3 @ 200 MHz ;;.46 dB 

• All sp!'r.itiC.1IIOJl~ Joply when operated at .1 dBrn 
available LO PO>'ll"', with 50 ohm SOIJlCe and loarl 

"imp"d<1rtcl! . 

AdanlS RusseH ANZAC ... ,le (Iualitative dHferen<:c 

I 

'. 

, 
1 

'J 

, '. j 
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This u!lil has.been desiglwd to Ilwet or PXl'{~('11 ihl~ 
fClII()wlll~ l'IlVlronnwlltal nll,'na: ' , 

, I 

---:------(;;~~~rni~;;o;;;~;;;;-H:nl: ~111~.S;I·i).'20:..!I,:---t ----! 
'---,-,.-------------------- - - - - -- ,---- -------- -- 1-------, I 

TI·~t ""'!h"a!' ctllI:hd4'1! ; 
---~ .• -----.. -.-.- ....... ----.- .-.--. .. _ ... ". ---.----.-- .. -... ; .• --.--. l 
Vj,ual I~"p""li .. n . .\,,_:,1(' \\: .. r1"nHl~~hil' ~.1;1l!\1;': l 
:o.1('dllllllcallnslH'cllon 1/1'\'1('1' Oulllllt' /l\\'~'li 
'I'11I'rmall-ihock J 117 ,\ ; 
f',I .. j.IUH· H",btUIWI' I "'Ii : \ 
.~ .... ~ _________ -___ ._ .. _.~_ ._- "' .. -.. -------------1-~- i 
~p"I'irie IIl'vi('" 11·~til1l! 10 Ih .. ~.· and "Ih"r ,·nvjrol1l"'·"lal'I,·,~I~: 
i •• Ivailahl.· Oil adllil ional (·'hl. r l' 
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Typical Perfonnance 
-CONVERSION LOSS TT 1 Ii· i 1 Hi r--

~ 7 .. - r' l --! I' i 'MifF ~ I -... ---
::l 6 \!£' .... MLI 3 i· '.J:~ 
o ~" ' 4. - ,....... - y. \ 
...J!. . ~ .. - " .. .",..* ; I Rf •• !J dUm ]' 

.; : _~~~:_: __ L~ __ .. :: IF' ~MII' . 

I) 01 005 0.1 0_5 1 5 10 ~O 100200 300 400 5UO 

, lO·RF ISOLATION 

iii 7U ~-T F':"'i : r.n F J!, - . 'I' iNi~uT:~:;'dii;-;;'~ 
"C 60 .--_ . I I" 
~'-'-MLj;~ i- -::-:;~~- r"'I--~I'
~ 50 --T-r'- f

l
-]--- Ii I i :-;- Mli-i3'''-

~ 4°·"lT i :. ! r.; i I "J-30 • __ . ________ L...l.--L-----.._ 

t 

001 0,050.1 ()!. I h 10 !.O HlO 21lO 300 4011500 : 

n 01 0.05 III II!, I !> 1(1 !.O HlO 200 300 41111 5110 

RF·IF ISOLATION 
6(1 -_I 1_ Mll' 3 I, I., 'I INPUT ~;TidU~;---1 

~ ." ~!. I I ~50 "MLLF~~ ~ + --. -,'---j:-T-,-----
0: 40 -, --j-I" 1'1 .;-~... .--, MHF·3, 
_I ' • • 1 I 
.. 30 1- JJ' I -.....:... ...l -. .. o ~- ' . 
!!: 20 _ _-"-'--........ 1 ....... -.1.--''---'--' 

0010,050.1 0.5 1 I) to 50100 200 300 400 50a 
FHeQUf.NCV MH. • . 

iC CONVERSION VS LO POWER 
; ... '11

0
1'''--' . If:

j

' ! \ i 1.0 10;;;';11,----'-"-"1 
1:5 ; ~ IH " 1·10 Mill '" ·10 .111", I 

I '11- ',ll Mill 

g: l ; : ~. ; ! I 
~ :_ .. _._L, ______ • __ .. _.J.~J 
g 1!; ·111 !i o .,0 
U 1.0 I'OWI: Ii fr,flll dU", 

SchernaHc 

,un )II~Z~I!CO'" 
If 

Mechanical Data 

urllil "':;". OllH H,"JJ~.( 

Nnnp. XXX· '(JOW 
-, x • '0 3! f'lk UI;~~.1( rt u '. 011 .. 4JtrJ 1.01 • ~JO~I 

..... £ IGItI UWPtUJX ). 0.1'] OIP'JC(~; G.t, t;nA"/.~ 
·(lIMf tJ'j,II}I'J~ It.' f ) AUf rrl ~::.1 

fINI~H eA~i(. (llCfHOl'l;:\I(O lit'Ji'lJir.1II··T·llOn 
COV(II. p.,tCt':lt SIl.'/£'B p[n on r:: ~o~) 1 

LlAUS. WHD/.aLE AND SOLllEII,\8L£ Pf.11 
MIL ·STO ·un,o 

Ordering Information 

MODEL NO. PART NO. 

UNIT rnlCE 
'HOO UNIlS) 

.~----------------------Ml.U:·3 . ! 9529 
MLF·3 9289 
MHF-3 929£l 

·i·55 

55 
50 

no Cllnhridge StH'd, Bllrlington, ,\\.1 'S. qIHOJ (hI7) J7J-:nu TWX lIt) • :n2 • 025B . . 

'- B3 
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Guaranteed Specifications * 
(From -55°C to +8~)'C) 

Frequency Range: 10·750 MHz 
....... _._-_. ~.------- .----.----.. -,.- '-~ .... ~.-'---

Insertion l.oss: 
10·500 MHz 3.0 dB Max 
10-750 MHz 3.5 dB Max 

VSWR: 
50·500 MHz 1.3: 1 Max 
10·750 MHz 1.6:1 Max ----_ .. _---_._--------- .-. ". -- .... -.. _-----

Amplitude Balance:. 0,2 dB Max .",-_._--_._---_ .... _ ..... -...... __ ._._-_ .. _-----
Phase Deviation: 
. 10·500 MHz 

1O·750MHz _. --.-.~-- _._----------_. - .. -.-.,-:-~.-.,.-.-,--.- .... -----

Operating Characteristics 
.. --.. - ... -_._-_._-----

Impedance: ;:,(J Ohms Nominal 
- •• _____ •••• _. ____ ._ •• __ •• ___ ._ ••• ___ "0 ___ • _________ _ 

RF Input Level: + 17 eJBm Max 
Ca~;le;S'~;pp-~~~~lo~-=-----"-"'- --is-dB Typ 
(100 MHz RF, 1 MHz Modulation) 
.. --.. ~ ... -- .... -. _._-_ .............. _ .. --_._-_ .. _.'-----
Control Input: 

Logic 1 ·1 10 filA Drive Current 
Logic 0 - 1 () rnA Drive Current 

.--.. ~---.. ------- ._ ..• -_., .. ---. __ ._---
.. 

PHASE LOGIC STATE 

STATE 01 02 . - . __ .. 
0° 1 0 

+ 1600 0 1 
'--. .. 
• All sp.13clfications apply \\11~1 ~O ohm suurCEl. and load 

. irnped'1nce and inpuls to - 3 dBm. 

. Ad.:uns ANZAC .. 
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.. Pha!;e .Deviation .1 0 Typic .. 1 
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Typical Performance 
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This unit has been designl'd (0 meet or exceed the 
test requirements of 1\11 L·STI)·~H:lB, i'v1cthod [i()OH 
for hybrid microcir(.'uits IlIndi fil'd liS follows: . 
Stubi1i7.ul.ion Bake Condil ie'lI II 
T~mper8ture Cyclf' Condit illn 'I 
Burn·in Ii:, 'C 
Seul. Fine f) x I II I allil ':l';~lI!c. 

Specific device tllsting to thellC 1l'~;I~i'i;;:~ ';';;~~;;;;;"ll'ntul h'sts i~ " 
IIvl.liluhlt· nt additionlll ("ost. I; 

I 

Ii 
I: 
I:' 
I: Typical Perforrnance ji 

.90'-' 

TRANSMISSION lOSS .\ PHASE; 

1,0 

'- '(_ _ ~,/(:;~ 10 

'\--~-'-C"':~~~~,'//!- '-.. 
.. 1,(- I~OO MHz .~'><I ~ 

\\/ ." .. ;XlfC(~'~'=~\~--' 
..... A. / -- . ...,1-'- ~ " ...... I 'f-.. \.~" '> .' .... '1 , .......... ' \ ;. 

. - 0 .! I \ • 
.. -'-. l . __ .. , 

.) a 

IMI'cOIlNe!: fiOlfl p~lm~ 

I: 

I 
I 

Schematic 

Mecha'nical Data 

FINISH: CASE· DOLO EUC-TROPLATEO PER MIL·G'4~204 
TYPE I, Clf.55 1 
COVEtI-NICt,n, ORAOE A 

LEADS: WHOA61E AND SOLOERABLE PER 
MIL,STO·IU6D elAS!; , 

Ordering Information 
UNIT PIlICE 

!MODEL NO. PMIl NO. (1·5 UNITS) :---------._ .. _.- .. _--------------_._--.... 
iPM· 101 %69 :£100 

IDelivory is from !;\()CK. 

! 

SO Camhridg(' 511'('('1, Burlinglon, Mass. n aru; (6'17) 27J-:rrn TVVX 710· 332· 025B. 

301 



U250B 

Frequenzbereich 
Frequency range 

AUq = -3 dB, Verstarkerstufe Fig. 1 
Amplifier stage 
Al Pin 6 19l 
A2 Pin 11 192 

Ausgangsstrom 
Output current 

Verstarkerstufe A1, A2 
Amplifier stage , Pin 6,11 Ia 

Filterstufe a, b, c, d 
Filter.stage 

Pin 8:10, 16, 13 Ia 

--.- Eingangsstrom Filterstute ---, .. --- - --:" 
Input current filter stage 

a,b,c,d , Pin 7,9,15 • .14 •. , II 
Grenzfrequenzen 
Cut·off frequencies 

AUq = -3 dB unterellower Fig. 1 fga obere/upper 
fgb 

Sperrverh<llten 
Fig. 1, Pin '11, f= 10 kHz 

-AUq f= 100 kHz -AUq 

Us 

~I 110{ P 

u, 
uHo) 
U,(x) 

Fig. 2 MeBschaltung 
Test circuit 

2.2 nF U 250 B 2 

3 

:510 kU ~6 7( is gj jlO 1!'f.1 i1.ol 0.:.1 13 

Min. Typ. Max. 

17 250 
10 250 

... 
210 300 480 

70,7 1,6 

-~-----~--"-

1,5 2,3 

29 32 
404 43 

17 
35 

11 U, 

J 
712111 

kHz 
kHz 

IlA 

mA 

n Ii 
'. ,; 

-.------~ 

IlA 

kHz 
kHz 

dB 
dB 

• 
~ , 

i • ,. 
} 
l 
i 
,! 

'. 
f 
; 
;. 
.\. 

~ ' .. r: 

: •••.....•. J ~ 

~ 

~~~ ...,. 
Monolithisch Integrierte Schaltung 

Monolithic Integrated CIrcuit 

Anwendung: 1-GHz-Frequenz1eiler fur Frequenzsynthese in FS-Tunerh 

Application: 1 GHz frequency dividerfor frequency synthesizers in TV-tuners 

Besondere Merkmale: Features: 

• Hohe Eingangsempfindiichkeit • High input sensitivity , 

U264 

• GroBer nutzbarer Frequenzberelch • Large operation frequency range 

• Obersteuerungsfester Eingang 
a Hohe dyna'mische Stabilitat 

• Large signal compatibility 

• High dynamic stability 

• Geringer Leistungsbedarf • Low power dissipation 
.. - ------. GroBer Versorgiirigsspaniiifngsbereich-'--'---;:- • Wide supply voltage range----

• Geringer Schaltungsaufwand • Few external components 

Vorliiuflge technlsche Daten' Preliminary specifications 

Abmessungen In mm 
Dimensions In mm 

r-- v.&-

\q.~3~'~_· 
'/2.5'!D:I ... 1.05 ------.. .-
_3_2.54 -.-

t;j 
1 2 3 4 

-6."-

A 
I .. _: ..... 0,35 --1 

:--7.6 :gl 

max. 
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:~II~;:;'iICIUI' 21 W"'>-1 ..;. e.' I !~~;::I;IICII.r 
s,,",,..,,,c.t ,,,.,,,.,riCe' O"'~II' 

Eingangs-Symmetrie-Einstellung 
Input balance adjustment 

,,, ___ 2+3 Differentialeinglinge mit interner Vorspannung 
Differential inputs with internal bias voltage 
Masse, Bezugspunkt 

Ag,l Blockschaltbild und AnschluBbelegung 
Block diagram and pin connections 

Bemerkungen: 

Um Schwingneigungen des Teilers ohne Ein
gangssignal sicher zu unterdrucken, wird der 
Breitbandverstarker auf geringfUgige Unsymme
trie eingestellt. (Widerstand zwischen Pin 1 und 

OUS)'IC' f" . B t· U er 1st ur eme e nebsspannung von S = 
5 V optimiert, die Empfindlichkeit andert sich 
aber im gesamten Betriebsspannungsbereich 
nur unwesentlich. Es ist jedoch eventuell erlor
derJich, bei Us ;S 4,5 V den Widerstand R1 zu 
verkleinern. 

Absolute Grenzdaten 
Absolute maximum ratings 

Bezugspunkt Pin 4+5 
Reference pOint 4+5 

Versorgungsspannung , 
Supply voltage ' 

Pin8 

4+5 
Earth, reference pOint 

E?+7 Differentialausgange 
Oillerential outpuls 

8 Us 

Notes: 

To avoid oscll/ation of the frequency divider 
without input signal, the wide band preamplifier 
is adjusted to a slight unbalanced bias (resistor 
between Pin 1 and US). 

The IC is optimised for supp/.V voltage of Vs = 
'5 V. The sensitivity changes slightly throughout 
the supply voltage range. 

It may be useful in case of Us :s 4.5 V to reduce 
resistor R1, 

Vs 6 V 

Eingangsspannungsbereich 
Input voltage range 

Pin 2,3 ~ 0 ... Us V 

Verlustleistung 
Power dissipation 

lamb = 55°C 
lamb = 70°C 
lamb- 85 °C 

Ptot 
Ptot 
Ptnt 

600 mW 

550 mW 
400 mW 

11 
'" ~~I ,: 

" 

Sperrschichttemperatur. 
Junction temperature 

Umgebungstemperaturbereich 
Ambient temperature range 

Lagerungstemperaturbereich 
Storage temperature range 

Wiirmewlderstand 
Thermal resistance 

Sperrschicht-Umgebung 
Junction ambient 

Elektrlsche KenngroBen 
Electrical characteristics 

Ij 

lamb 

Istg 

-. RthJA 

Vs = 5 V, lamb =·25 °C, Bezugspunkt Pin 4+5, Fig. 2 
Reference point Pin 4+5 

Versorgungsspannungsbereich Pin 8 Us 
Supply voltage range 

Versorgungsstrom Pin 8 

Supply current 
US=4V IS 

US =5V IS 

US=6V IS 

Eingangsempfindlichkeit 
Input sensitivity. 

RG = 500 Pin 2 Vi 

Obersteuerungsfestigkeit 
Large signal compatibility 

RG = 500 Pin 2 Vi 

Frequenzbereich fj 
Frequency range 

Oifferentielle Ausgangsspannung Uqd 
Differential output voltage 

u. "dd 

" " c, 
f-III-I -+---, 

" U 264 B 

f"';~ ~_/.:.~_'" 

U 261 

125 

0 ... 85 

-25 ... +125 

Min, Typ, 'Max, 

100 

4,0 5,0 6,0 

50 
65 
85 

5 10 

500 

10 1000 

1,5 

U1 •• 
' 

~ _ L2 "'150 nH -6 Wdg III 0,45 CuL auflo 

Ao_ 2 MeBsch"ltllna 
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Anwendungsbelsplel: 

Vor dem Teiler wird eine Frequenzweiche fUr 
VHF/UHF und ein Dampfungsglied zur resonanz
freien Anpassung geschaltet. 
Empfindlichkeit und Filtercharakteristik siehe 
Fig.5 ... B. 

I'OftF 
."v 100Q .ev 

o---t::>- -~oo--+--~ 

VHF l, 

•• kO 

• 

".d 

'" I'IS 

U 264 B 

c _ 

--------c,±;~+. R 1 1-1-
I 

... 
UHF C, P" 
o---;~ 

3,11" 

... 

UU" 

Application note: 

In front of the divider Ie a frequency selecting 
. VHFIUHFfilter and an attenuator for non resonant 
input matching is located. 
For sensitivity and filter characteristic. see Fig. 
S ... B. 

L1 = L3 20 nH -3 Wdg III 0,45 CuL auf/on III 2.5 

L2 40 nH -5 Wdg III 0.45 CuL auf/on III 2.5 

L4 = L5 150 nH -6 Wdg III 0,45 CuL auf/on III 4 

Fig. 9 Eingangsteiler fUr Frequenzsynthese in FS-Tunern 
Input divider for frequency synthesiser in TV-tuners 
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Monolithisch integrierte Schaltung 
Monolithic integrated circuit 

N~Kanal-Si-Gate-Technologie 

N-Channei-Si-Gate-Technoiog~ . 

U 35~ 

Anwendung: Niederohmiges Schalterpaar fUr leistungsloses Umschalten von Signalquelle 
bis 10 MHz 

Application: Low ohmic pair of powerless controlled switches for signal sources up to 10 I 

Besondere Merkmale: Features: 

e Widerstand im .Ein"-Zustand ::so 5 0 eOn-state resls(ance ::so 5 0 
.e Kleine Kapazitaten . e Low capacitances 

e Integrierte Schut~e!rlri_c;:htul1g fUr_ (jje_._. ______ . e_Protected gates _. __ _ 
·Steuerelektn'-den .... -- .... - ... 

e Leistungslose Ansteuerung e Wall/ess control 

Vorliiufige technische Daten· Preliminary specff/catlons 

Abmessungen 
Dimensions 

r--- D
•
e-. 

I!II 
1.!54 IIj I 

1f.~···r~7~ 
~4'.' •.• ~. 

3_2,.,4 --

~ 
~ 

234 

A 
.1 .0.35 I ---,--
I 

--7.6:gt--

Kunststoffgeh 
Plastic, 
DIP S-, 
DIP 8, 

Gewicht· ~ 
. mal. 
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r~'51 r.IIiiii .... 1lli II 
"'. Semiconductors 

I 

" .... :JUUU "I:.nll:" 
DATA CONVERSION PRODUCTS 

ULTRA ~AS;T COMPARATOR 
I 

I 
The SP9685 is an ultra-fast comparator manufactured 

with a high performance bipolar process which makes 
possibl1e very short propagation delays (2.2ns tvP.). 
The circuit has differential inputs and complernent.,IrY 
outputs fully. compatible with ECl logic levels. The 
output current capability is adequate for I driving 
500 terminated transmission lines. The high re~oluti()n 
available· makes the device ideally suited to analogue-
to-digita,l signal processing applications. I 

A latch function is provided to allow the comparator 
to be us(~d in a sample-hold mode. When the latch 
enable -input is ECl high, the comparator functions 
normally. When the latch enable is driven low, the 
outputs aro forced to an unambiguous ECl logic state 
dependent on the input conditions at the time of the 

- latch input -.transition. If the latch function is not used, 
the latch enable may be connected to gro~nd. I 

The devicB is pin compatible with the AM685 but 
operates frorTI conventional +5V and -5.2V rails. 

FEATURES 

• Propagation Delay 2.2ns typo 
.. latch Set-up Time 1 ns rpax. 
• Complementary Eel Outputs 

I 
I 

.. 500 Line Driving Capability I 
II Excellent Common Mode Rejection i 
D Pin Compatible with AM685 - But Faster 

t QUICK REFERENCE DATA 

I 
.~ 

I 
I 

• Supply voltages +5V, -5.2V 
1'1 Operating temperature range 

-30°C to +85°C 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Positive supply voltage 6V 
Negative supply voltage ~6V 
Output current 30mA 
Input voltage ±5V 
Differential input voltage ±5V 
Power dissipation 300mW 
Storage -55°C to 4-150°C 
lead temperature (soldering 60 sec) 300°C 

GROUNO 1 

NON INVERTING INPUT 

INVERTING INPUT 

LATCII ENABLE 

a OU1PUl 

a OUTPUT 

CM10 

DC16 

DG16 

On metal.package, pin 5 is connected to case. On DIP 
pin 8 is connected to case 

Fig. 1 Pin connections 

NON INVERTING 
INPUT 

INV£RTlNfi 
ItiPUI 0---

""-D---......... --ll ii OUTPUT 

---+--'--0 a OUTPUT 

tAUt! [NA8H \11 

The outputs are open emitters, therefore external pulldown 
resistors are required. These resistors may be in the range 
of 50-2000 connected to -2.0Vor 200-20000 connected 
to -5.2V 

Fig. 2 Functional diawam 
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. Test conditions (unless otherwise stated): 
TAMB =25°C ' ' 
Vcc = +5.0V· ±.25V 
VEE = ..:..5.2V ± .25V 
RL =500 

, 
I 
I 

Characteristic Min. i 
Input offset voltage -5 

,. Input bias current 
Input ofhet current 
Supply cUlrents Icc 

lEE 
Total power dissipation 
Min. latch set-up time 
Input to Q output delay 
Input to Q output delay 1 

Latch to Q delay I 
i 

Latch to Q delay ! 

Min. latch pulse width I. 
Min. hold time I 
Common mode range -2.51 
Input capacitance I 
Input resistance 60 I 

I 
Output logic levels I 

Output High - .96 
Output Low -1.85 

Common mode rejection ratio 80 I Supply voltage rejection ratio 60 
i 
I 

I 

Value 

Typ. 0 Max. 

+5 
10 20 

.0 

5 
'. 

19 .23 
23 34 

210 300 
0.5 1 
2.2 3 
2.2 3 
2.5 3 
2.5 3 

2 3 
1 

+2.5 
3 

- .81 
-1.65 

Units 

mV 
IlA 
IlA 
mA 
mA 
mW 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
V 
pF 
kO 

V 
V 
dB 
dB 

Conditions 

Rs <1000 

100 mV pulse 
10 mV overdrive 

At nominal supply 
voltages, see Fig. 4 

~OHP"'Rl 

,\ ~ __________________ ----------------H% 
ENABLE -~l~Af(""H-..J 

1\ J I\L-~ ____ __ 

~ "."! 

Fig. 3 Timing diagram 

OPERATING NOTES 

Timing diagram i. 

I 
The timing diagram, Figure 3, shows in graphic form 

a sequence of events in the SP9685. It should not be . 
interpreted ,as 'typical' in that several parameters are 
multi-valued and the worst case conditions are' 
illustrated. The top line shows two latch enable pulses, 
high for 'compare', and low for latch. Tbe 'first pulse 
is used to highlight the 'compare' function, where part 
of the input action takes place in the compare mode. 
The leading edge of the input signal, here illustrated as 
a' large amplitude; small overdrive pulse switches 

the .comparator over after a time tpd. Output Q and I 

transitions are essentially similar in timing. The inpi 
signal must occur at a time ts before the latch fallin 
edge, and must be maintained for a time th after tt 
latch falling edge, in order to be acquired. After th, tt 
output ignores the input status until the latch is agai 
strobed. A minimum latch pulse with tpW(E) is require 
for the strobe operation, and the output transitior 
occur after a time tpd(E). 
Definition of terms 
Vos Input offset voltage - The potential differenc 

required between the input terminals to obtai 
zero output potential difference. 

los Input offset current - The difference betweE 
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zero potential difference between the outputs. 
Switching terms (refer to Fig. 3) • 
tpd+ Input to output high delay - The propagation 

delay measured from the time the input signal 
crosses the input offsetvoltag~ to the 50% 
point of an output lOW to HIGH transition. 

tpd- Input to output low delay - The propagation 
delay measured from the time the input signal 
crosses the input offset voltage to the 50% 
point of an output HIGH to LOW transition. 

tpd+(E) latch enable to output high delay:- The 
propagation delay measured from the 50% 
point of the latch enable signal LqW to HIGH 
transition to the 50% point of an output LOW 
to HIGH transition.' !: 

tpd-(E) latch enable to output low delay ~ The 
.propagation delay measured from the 50% 
point of the latch enable signal lOW to' HIGH 
transistion to the 50% point of an output 
HIGH to lOW transition. I 

ts Minimum set-up time - The minimum time 
before the negative transition of the, latch 
enable signal that an input signal change must 
be present in order to be acquired and ~eld at 
the outputs. ! 

th The minimum time after the negative transition 
of the latch enilble signal that the inpUtisigl)al 
must remain unchanged in order to be acquired 
and held at the outputs. i 

tpw(E) Minimum latch enable pulse width!- The 
minimum time that the latch en"ble !signal 
must be HIGH in order to acquire and hold an 
input signal change. I . 

VCM Input voltage range - The range of: input 
voltages for which the offset and propagation 
delay specifications are valid. i 

CMRR Common mode rejection ratio - The ratio of 
the input voltage range to the peak-to-peak 
change in input offset voltage over this range. 

latched and unlatched gain I 
The gain of a high speed, high gain comparator is 

difficult to measure, because of input noise and the 
possibility of oscillations when in the linear region. 
For a full ECl output level swing, the unlatched input 
shift required is approximately 1 mV. 'In the latched 
mode, the feedback action in effect enhances the 
gain and the limitation between the noise/oscillation 
level; under these conditions the usable resolution is 
1 OOIlV, although this is only achieved by careful circuit 
design and layout. : ' 
Interconnection techniques I 

High speed components in general need special 
precautions in circuit board design to achieve optimum 
system performance. The SP 9685, with around 50 dB 
gain at 200M Hz, should be provided with a ground 
plane having a low inductance ground return. All 
lead lengths should be as short as possible, and RF 
decoupling capacitors should be mounted close to the 
supply pins. In most applications, it will be found to 
be necessary to solder the device directly into the 
circuit board. The output lines should be designed as 
microstrip transmission lines backed by the ground 
plane with a characteristic impedance between' 50 ~ 
and 150 n. Terminations to -2V, or Thevenm 
equivalents, should be used. 

lVIeasurement of propagation and latch delays 
A simple test circ!Jit is shown in Figure 4. The 

operating sequence is:, 
1. Power up and apply input and latch signals. 

Input 100mV square wave, latch ECl levels. 
Connect monitoring scope(s). 

2. Select 'offset null'. 
3. Adjust offset null potentiometer for an output 

which switches evenly between states on clock 
pulses. . 

4. Measure input/output and latch/output delays at 
5mV offset, 10mV offset and 25mV offset. 

+ IV 

NON·INVfRTING 
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Fig. 4 SP9685 test circuit 
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Fig. 5 OpCfI loop gain as a fUflction of frequency 
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Dimensions are shown thus: mm (in) 
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